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A program theory, containing routine descriptions,detailed flowcharts,
complete data base design, external software definitions, and special soft-
ware support routines, for a computerized documentation control and file
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l.l SPADSMAILLOG MODESOF OPERATION 2



































































































During the researchdevelopment and operationalphases of the Scout
Project,large quantitiesof documentationare generatedto describe
analyticalstudies,and correspondencefrom missiondefinitionthrough
postflightanalysis. These documentstake the form of engineeringreports,
drawings,analyses,procedures,specifications,test results,and contractual
reports.
Retrievalof thesedocumentsis basedupona ProjectOfficeassigned
code numberwhichdenotesa filecabinetand approximatelocationwithinthat
Cabinet. Therefore,knowledgeof the filingsystemcodenumberis necessary
for retrieval.
The Scout ProjectAutomatic Data System,SPADS, was developedas a single
entry multiple cross-referencefiling system. It was implementedto improvethe
overallmanagementefficiencyby:
a) reducingthe numberof man hours required to retrievedata
from the files
b) providingfor full data availabilitywith quick retrievalduring
vehicleanomaly investigations
c) answeringinquiriesfromNASAHeadquartersand outsideagencies
for informationon a Scoutvehicle
d) helpingalleviatea rapidlygrowingstorageproblem.
The MAIL LOG portionof this automateddata system satisfiesthe above
criteria. This program,with its multiplecross-referencecapability,operates




softwarepackage,MAIL LOG,developedfor the ScoutProjectAutomaticData
System,SPADS. The programis writtenin FORTRANfor the PRIME300 computer
systemlocatedin Buildingll92-Eat NASA,LangleyResearchCenter. This 16
bitmini-computerhas a 64K word virtualmemoryand a 256Kword physical
memory. To completetheSPO'scomputerconfiguration,a 60 mega-bytedisk
is usedfor storageof all softwareand correspondingdatafiles. Magnetic
tapeis used for a dailyback-upand for physicalarchiving.
The MAIL LOGprogramhas fourmodesof operationas shownin
Figurel.l:
I) INPUT - puttingnew recordsintothe database
2) REVISE - changingor modifyingexistingrecordsin the
database
3) SEARCH - findingspecialrecordsexistingin the
database
4) ARCHIVE- storeor put awayexistingrecordsin the
data base
The outputincludesspecialprintoutsof recordsin the database and results
from the INPUTandSEARCHMODES.
Documentationof the MAILLOG programconsistsof two othermanuals:
l) UsersManual- 'MAILLOG PROGRAMOPERATINGINSTRUCTIONS';
CR
2) SummaryManual- 'MAILLOG PROGRAMSUMMARYAND SPECIFICATIONS';
" CR
The MAIL LOG databaseconsistsof threemainsubfiles(asshownin
. Figure1.2);


























2.1 TERMS, ACRONYMS,AND ABBREVIATIONS
Terms, acronyms,and abbreviationsused within these documents
are defined in GLOSSARYOF TERMS, AppendixA.
2.2 FLOWCHARTCONVENTIONS
Flowcharting conventions for this manual consist of the following:






(b) Logic always flows from top to bottomand from left to right
on all pages.
(c) All subroutineswill be designatedby a doublesidedprocedure
box.
(d) A figure numberis utilized asthe symbol identificationfor _
all subroutineswithin the set of flowcharts. By removingthe
5 from each number, the descriptionsectionnumber is given.
5.4.1
SEAC For example: Descriptionfor
Figure 5.4.1 is found in Section
4.1
" (e) The abbreviationEXT. is utilizedas the symbol identification




(f) Cross referencingconnectorsare accomplishedat the outconnectors
only. The page number to the upper right of the outconnector
representsthe page number of the flowchartwhere the associated
inconnectoris located.
2 I_, (page 2)
connectorlabel #3
(g) Convergingor branchingconnectorswill be designatedby a
number. Continuationof in-lineinstructionswill be designated
with a letter.
(h) All decisionswill branchwith the YES path to the right and
the NO path down. Decisioncommentswill be stated to the
positivequestion;this is done even though the corresponding
code is written to the negative.
_ Y
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(j) Each flow diagramwill be followed•by its correspondingcode
which will use the followingconventions:
(1) CALL to system or programroutineswill only designate
the routinename.
(2) Formatstatementswill not be given.
(3) The IF On decision statementswill not be given.
(4) GO TO's, CALL EXIT's,and RETURN'swill not be designated.
(5) Blocks representingmultiple statementswill separate
each commandwith a semicolon.
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3.0 GENERALPROGRAMDESCRIPTION
This sectionprovidesa descriptionof the MAIL LOG basicoperating
proceduresandmain subfileroutines.
3.1 BASICOPERATINGPROCEDURES
The purposeof thissectionis to providea descriptionand terminal
interactionthe usermust performin orderto LOGINto the PRIMEcomputer
system,enterthe SPADSMAIL LOG program,and exitMAILLOG program. Note
thatall useractionsare terminatedwith a carriagereturn;designatedby
the keymarkedRETURNon the terminal.
3.1.1 LOGIN
Therearetwo methodsto enterthe SPADScomputersystem: LOGINXXX
and LOGINSYSTEM. Eithermethodallowsthe userto accessany activeprogram
on SPADS. Both requirethe userto enterthe programselectionMAILLOG as
shownin section3.1.2.User actionis designatedwithina rectangle.XXX
representsthe userinitials;N is the terminallocationnumber;HR and MN
is the timethe userenteredthe systemin hoursandminutes;and MMDDYYis
the month,day,andyear.
ILOGINxxxl
XXX (N)LOGGEDIN AT HR'MN MMDDYY
3.1.1.1 LOGINXXX
This login(whereXXX is the user'sID) _Iows the user to perform
. any searchand obtainthe resultingoutputswithinthe MAILLOG subfiles.
Clearancefor someuser ID'sallowentranceintothe INPUTand REVISEoperation
modes. No userhas clearanceto executethe ARCHIVEMODE.
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3.1.I.2 LOGINSYSTEM
This login allows the user to perform any search and obtain the
resulting outputs within the MAIL LOGsubfiles. It also allows the
ARCHIVEMODEtobe entered and executed. No clearance is given to execute
the INPUTor REVISEMODES.
3.1.2 PROGRAMENTRY
After system LOGINis completed, the user must specify the program
selection MAIL LOGas follows:



















DO YOU WISH TO WORKWITHTHE DIR/REPORTDATA--- ENTERDIR
OR DRAWINGDATA --- ENTERDRAW
OR DAILYCORRESPONDENCE--- COR
OR QUIT --- QU
In orderfor the userto selectone of the fourmodesof Operation,
one of threemaindatabasesubfilesmust firstbe designatedas follows:
This attachesthe userto the F DRAWUFD and resumesoperationof
the *DRAWprogram. Likewise,if DIRwas selected,*DIR programwouldbe
resumedon the F DIR UFD. If CORwas selected,the userremainson the F MAIL
UFD and continuesas normal.
3.1.2.2 OPTIONMODES









To leavethe programthe usermust enterQUITas shownbelow:








This provides program exit and returns the user to the program entry









This routine provides the executive operations and main program
entry for the MAIL LOGprogram. It also contains the necessary routines to
handle the Correspondence subfile. The program is called BFILE and is located
within the F MAIL UFD. If the user selects the Correspondence subfile, a USER
" file is built containing the user ID, time, date, and terminal location. Then
the user may proceed with one of four (4) modes of operation within the
Correspondence subfiles. When a user quits operation within the Correspondence
subfiles, return to the executive main entry selection mode is made. The user
again has the option of operating with the DIR/REPORT,DRAWING,or CORRESPONDENCE
data. If either of the first two (2) areas of the data base are selected, the
executive routine attaches the user to the appropriate UFD, F_DIR or F DRAW
respectively. See_ections 3.3 and 3.4 for further information regarding these
main routines. Flowchart Figure 5.3-I depicts the CORRESPONDENCEMAIN.
3.3 DESIGNINFORMATIONRELEASE/REPORTMAIN
This routine provides the executive operation and main program entry
for the DIR/REPORTdata subfile. This program is called *DIR and is located
within the F_DIR UFD. Upon entry into this program, a USERfile is built
containing the user ID, time, date, and terminal location. The user then may
proceed with one of four (4) modes of operation within the DIR/REPORTsubfile.
A 'QUIT' at this level will send executive control back to the F MAIL UFD.
This is accomplished by resuming the BFILE program. Operation then proceeds
as described in Section 3.2. Flowchart Figure 5.3-2 depicts the DIR/REPORTMAIN.
3.4 DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDERMAIN
This routine provides the executive operation and main program entry
for the DRAWING/E.O.data subfiles. This program is called *DRAWand is located
- within the FDRAW UFD. Upon entry into this program, a USERfile is built
- containing the user ID, time, date, and terminal location. The user then may
proceed with one (I) of four (4) modes of operation within the DRAWING/E.O.
subfile. A 'QUIT' at this level will send executive control back to the
F_MAIL U_D. This is accomplished by resuming the BFIf.E program. Operation then









This subroutineis the input routine for the SPADS MAIL LOG
Correspondencesubfile. The Correspondencedata record for each document
consistsof up to sixteen (16) data items as shown in Figure 6.2.1.I. Following
each completedocumententry, all items are displayedon the terminalto be
checkedfor errors at this time. After a document record has been declared
correct,the specificsubfilemust be designatedin which this document is to.
be stored. If all documentscan not be entered in one (1) input session,the
user has a WAIT option which allows the daily input to be continuedat a later
time. This continuationis declared upon re-enteringthe INPUT MODE. If the
WAIT option is taken by mistake and there are no other documentsto be
entered,recovery is accomplishedby declaringthis is NOT a continuationupon
re-entryinto the INPUT MODE. When this has been done the user now has three
(3) options from which to choose:
a) Start a New Entry (NEW)
b) Spool Last Output Again (LAST)
c) Spool New Data Entered (DATA)
Option (c) DATA will spool to the high speed printera sorted output of all
documentsentered for that daily input session.
When a daily input session is complete,this outputis normally
spooledto the printerin two (2) formats: a completerecord output and a
brief or partial record output. If a computeror printermalfunctionoccurs
during this output, anothercopy may be obtained by re-enteringthe INPUT MODE
as previouslydescribedand selectingoption (b) LAST. FlowchartFigure 5.4.1-I
depicts the INPUT MODE of the Correspondencesubfile.
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4.1.2 REVSC
This subroutine is the revise routine for the SPADSMAILLOG
Correspondence subfile. To revise or delete a document, the input date and
daily counter code comprise the unique identifier forits location. Additional
time can be saved if the user also knows in which of the six (6) correspondence
data subfiles the document is stored. When the desired document record is
, found, it will be displayed on the terminal for verification. If not the
correct record, search for the document will continue. After the revision has
been made the document record is again displayed on the terminal for user
edification.
The REVISEMODEalso can give theuser manual revise or delete
capability for documents in the ACTIONDUE file. Flowchart Figure 5.4.1-2
depicts the REVISEMODEof the Correspondence subfile.
4.1.3 SEAC
This subroutine is the search routine for the SPADSMAIL LOG
Correspondence subfile.
Of the sixteen (16) possible data items within a document record,
eleven (II) are searchable. The resulting outputs from these searches vary
from five (5) to eight (8) data items. See Figure 6.2.1.2. All searches
except for the ACTIONDUEDATEsearch have a multiple subfile selection
capability in which any single or combination of the six subfiles may be used.
The ACTIONDUEDATEsearch automatically Searches all six (6) subfiles. There
is a specialized ALL search which outputs all document records in a specified
subfile or combination of subfiles. However, it is not recommended that the general
user call for the search ALL option.
The searches may also be assigned for a particular time frame. If
no time frame is selected, the first valid date becomes the earliest date in
the data base and the last valid date defaults to 12-31-99. Of course, the
ACTIONDUEDATE, DOCUMENTDATE, and INPUT DATEsearches do not use the time
framing capability. However, the DOCUMENTand INPUT DATEsearches can retrieve
entire month's or an entire year's worth of data by entering 00. For example,
entering 110078 would result in finding all the documents within the data base
in the eleventh month, November, for the year 1978. Likewise, an entry of 000078
would retrieve all documents for the year 1978. See Figure 6.2.1.3.




This subroutineis the archiveroutinefor the SPADSMAIL LOG
Correspondencesubfile. To archivea documentnot onlyis the inputdateand
dailycountercodeneeded,but alsothe specificdatasubfileinwhich it is °
located.Aftertheserequirementshavebeensatisfied,a pauseof 15 to 50
secondsoccursfor the systemto updateall filesinvolved.
All archiveddocumentrecordsare placedin a filecalledINACTS,
exceptfor thoserecordsstoredin the TRANSMITTALdata subfile. These




This subroutineis usedto displayan entiredata recordon the
terminalfor the INPUTor REVISEMODE Eachdata itemis numberedin order
to verifythe documentrecordas eithercorrectlyinputorthe correctrecordto
be revisedor deleted. FlowchartFigure5.4.1-5depictsthe flowdiagramfor
thissubroutine.
4.1.6 INPSC
Thissubroutineis usedby the INPUTor REVISEMODESto inputor
changespecificdata itemswithina documentrecord. FlowchartFigure5.4.1-6
depictsthe flow diagramfor thissubroutine.
4.1.7 OPEN




This subroutineis usedto closeall six (6)data subfileswhich




This subroutineis usedby the REVISEor SEARCHMODESto determine
. howmany andwhichdatasubfilesare to be openedfor searchingpurposes.
Theseselectedsubfilesare thenopenedfor the SEARCHMODEof operation.
FlowchartFigure5.4.1-9depictsthe flowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.1.10 BRAKET
This subroutineis usedby the SEARCHMODEto determinea firstand
lastvaliddate for a time framedtype of search. Defaultsare 0-0-0and
12-31-99for the firstand lastvaliddates,respectively.Flowchart
Figure5.4.1-I0depictsthe flowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.1.11 ALC
This subroutineis calledby the SEARCHMODEto performa PRINTALL
typeof search. This routinemay searchany one or combinationof subfiles.
The breakkey is inhibitedduringthis search. When the file(s)havebeen




This subroutineis called by the SEARCH MODE to performa RESPONSIBLE
ENGINEERtype of search. This routineformatsdocument recordsfound and
builds an output file with headers. When the file(s)have been finished,this
routinereturns to the SEARCH MODE. FlowchartFigure 5.4.1-12depicts the
flow diagramfor this subroutine.
4.1.13 WHO
This subroutineis calledby the SEARCHMODEto performa WHO TO/
ADDRESSEEtype of search. This routineformatsdocumentrecordsfoundand
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buildsan outputfilewith headers. When the file(s).havebeenfinished,this
routinereturnsto the SEARCHMODE. FlowchartFigure5.4.1-13depictsthe
flowdiagramfor this subroutine.
4.1.14 DDAT
Thissubroutineis calledby the SEARCHMODE to performan INPUT
DATADATEtypeof search.
This INPUTDATE searchdoesnot use the time framingcapability.
However,the INPUTDATE searchcan retrieveentiremonth'sor an entireyear's
worthof data by entering00. For example,enteringII0078wouldresultin
findingall the documentswithinthe databasein the eleventhmonth,November,
forthe year 1978. Likewise,an entryof 000078would•retrieveall documents
for theyear 1978. See Figure6.2.1.3.
FlowchartFigure5.4.1-14depictstheflowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.1.15 CNUM
This subroutine is called by the SEARCHMODEto perform a CONTRACT
NUMBERtype of search. This routine formats document records found and builds
an output file with headers. When the file(s) have been finished, this routine
returns to the SEARCHMODE. Flowchart Figure 5.4.1-15 depicts the flow diagram
for this subroutine.
4.1.16 CWAID
This subroutineis calledby the SEARCHMODEto performa WORK
AUTHORIZATION/IDCODEtype of search. Thisproceduremay performpartial
searchesusingthe W.A.Numberonly or W.A.Numberin conjunctionwith the
first two (2) letters of the ID Code. This routine formats document records
found and builds an output file with headers. When the file(s) have been
finished, this routine returns to the SEARCHMODE. Flowchart Figure 5.4.1-16
" depicts the flow diagram for this subroutine.
4.1.17 AUSEA
This subroutine is called by the SEARCHMODEto perform an AUTHOR/
SOURCEtype of search. This routine formats document records found and
builds an output file with headers. When the file(s) have been finished,
this routine returns to the SEARCHMODE. Flowchart Figure 5.4.1-17 depicts
the flow diagram for this subroutine.
4.1.18 DLSEA
This subroutine is called by the SEARCHMODEto perform a DOCUMENT/
LETTERNUMBERtype of search. This procedure may perform partial searches as
long as the desired parameter is four (4) characters in length. This routine
formats document records found and builds an output file with headers. When
the file(s) have been finished, this routine returns to the SEARCHMODE.
Flowchart Figure 5.4.1-18 depicts the flow diagram for this subroutine.
4.1.19 DATC
This subroutine is called by the SEARCHMODEto perform the DOCUMENT
DATEtype of search. This DOCUMENTDATE search does not use the time framing
capability. However, the DOCUMENTDATE search can retrieve entire month's or
an entire year's worth of data by entering 00. For example, entering 110078
would result in finding all the documents within the database in the eleventh
month, November, for the year 1978. Likewise, an entry of 000078 would retrieve





This subroutineis calledby theSEARCHMODE to performthe SUBJECT
TITLEsearch. Thisprocedureallowsup to four (4)of the seven(7)possible
wordsin the subjectto be searched.As each subjectis foundcontainingthe
desiredword,the entiresubjectis displayedon the terminal. If noneare
found,the usermay restartthissubroutineor returnto the SEARCHMODE as
normallydonewhen the file(s)are finished.When the finalword has been
searched,documentrecordsfoundwillbe formattedto an outputfilewith
headers. FlowchartFigure5.4.1-20depictsthe flowdiagramfor this routine.
4.1.21 MSTAT
This subroutineis calledby theSEARCHMODEto performa MAIL
STATUStypeof search.If the desiredmail statusis legal,the searchis
performed.This routineformatsdocumentrecordsfoundand buildsan output
filewith headers. When the file(s)are finished,thisroutinereturnsto
the SEARCHMODE. FlowchartFigure5.4.1-21depictsthe flowdiagramfor this
subroutine.
4.1.22 ADAT
This subroutineis calledby the SEARCHMODEto performthe ACTION
DUE DATEsearch. This procedurehas two options: a completelistingof
documentrecordswith an actiondue or search•for documentrecordswithin
five (5) days or past due using the current date as reference. This routine _=
formats document records found and builds an output file with headers.
During this search the break key is inhibited. Whenthe ACTIONDUEsubfile





This subroutineis used by the REVISEMODEto checkthe data item
selected.If MAILSTATUS,data itemnumberone, is selected,a validity
checkis made to verifythatthe correctitemwas indicated.A validor
invalidflag is set accordingto userresponseand logicflowreturnsto the
" callingroutine. FlowchartFigure5.4.1-23depictsthe flowdiagramfor this
subroutine.
4.1.24 RDSUB
This subroutineis usedby theSEARCHMODE to readthe selected
subfile(s)desiredfor the specificdataitemsearch. Whenall subfilesare
finished,a readcompleteflagis set. FlowchartFigure5.4.1-24depicts
the flowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.1.25 SCRNHD
This subroutineis usedby theSEARCHMODE to formatand display
on the terminalthe appropriateheaderfor eachdataitemsearch. Flowchart
Figure5.4.1-25depictsthe flowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.1.26 SCRNPT
This subroutineis usedby theSEARCHMODE to formatand display
on the terminalthe appropriatedataitemsfor a documentrecordwhichwas
found. If many documentrecordsare foundduringa searchand it is observed
thatneededinformationwill soondisappearfromthe screen,the usermay
. temporarilystop terminaldisplayby depressingthe spacebar. Terminaldisplay
may be restartedby depressingthe 'Q'key. This routinealsoincrementsthe
numberof documentsfoundcounter. FlowchartFigure5.4.1-26depictsthe flow
diagramfor thissubroutine.
4.I.27 HARDHD
This subroutineis usedhy theSEARCHMODE to formatfor the
outputfilethe appropriateheaderforeach dataitemsearch. Thisheaderis
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presentedon each pageof the outputfile. FlowchartFigure5.4.1-27depicts
the flowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.1.28 HARDPT
This subroutineis usedby the SEARCHMODE to formatfor the output
filethe appropriatedata itemsfor a documentrecordwhichwas foundduringa
specificdata itemsearch. FlowchartFigure5.4.1-28depictsthe flow diagram
for thissubroutine.
4.1.29 UPDATE
This subroutineis used by the INPUT MODE to delete or change
document recordsin the ACTION DUE DATE subfile. The updatingof this file
is determinedby checks on specifiedwords in the subject of the referencing





This subroutineis the inputroutinefor the SPADSMAIL LOG DIR/
REPORTsubfile. The DIR/REPORTdatarecordfor each documentconsistsof up
to nine (9)data items. See Figure6.2.2.1.The firstitementeredis the
DIR/REPORTNumber. The fileis thencheckedfor a previousentrycontaining
thisnumber. If the numberis found,the user has the optionto enterthe
REVISEMODE. Normally,changesare requiredonly to two (2)data items: (8)
Revisionand (g)RevisionDate. Followingeach completed ocumententry,all
itemsare displayedon the terminal. FlowchartFigure5.4.2-Idepictsthe
INPUTMODE of the DIR/REPORTsubfile.
4.2.2 SEADR
This subroutineis the searchroutinefor the SPADSMAILLOG
DIR/REPORTsubfile.
Of the nine (9) possibledata items within a DIR/REPORTrecord,all
but one, REVISION,are searchable. It should also be noted that the Revision
Date is searchedduring a DATE search.•This allows the DATE search to check
only the most recent date associatedwith a document. See Figure 6.2.2.2.
The DATE search has the capabilityof retrievingan entire month's or year's
worth of data by entering O0 for the day or month. For example,entering
II0078would result in findingall the documentswithin the data base in the
eleventhmonth, November,for the year 1978. Likewise,an entry of 000078
would retrieveall documentsfor theyear 1978.
Thereis a specializedALL searchwhichoutputsall documentsin
the DIR/REPORTsubfile. ThisALL searchhas an optionaloutputalongwith
- the normaloutputconsistingof the entirenine (9)item record. This
optionaloutputonlydisplaysthenumberof documentsfoundon the terminaland
automaticallyspoolsto the highspeedprintertheDIRNumberand Revision.
The VFHICLEsearchalsohas a specialquality. A groupof vehicles
may be foundby usingthe firstand lastvalidvehicleoptions. For example,
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if a userdeclaresthe firstvalidvehicleas 198and is searchingfor vehicle
number200,not onlywouldall documentscontainingvehicle200 be found,but
alsothosewithnumbers198S,199S,and 200S;whereS representsall subsequent
vehicles.Defaultfor the firstvalidvehiclenumberis zero (0)whereas,the
lastvalidvehiclenumberbecomes999.
FlowchartFigure5.4.2-2depictsthe SEARCHMODE of the DIR/REPORT
subfile.
4.2.3 REVSDR
This subroutineis the reviseroutinefor the SPADSMAIL LOG
DIR/REPORTsubfile.
The onlyinformationeededin orderto reviseor deletea DIR or
Reportis the DIR or REPORTNumber. Note thatthe REVISEMODEmay be entered
in two (2)ways: a directREVISEcommandor thruan INPUTMODEoption. If a
DIR or REPORTis enteredand foundalreadyto be in the file,the usermay
changeto the REVISEMODE for modificationof old data items.
Otherwise,when the desireddocumentrecordis found,it will be
displayedon the terminalfor verification.If it is not the correctrecord,
searchfor the documentwill continue.Afterthe revisionhas beenmade,the
documentrecordis againdisplayedon the terminalfor useredification.
FlowchartFigure5.4.2-3depictsthe REVISEMODE of the DIR/REPORTsubfile.
4.2.4 ARCDR
This subroutineis the archiveroutinefor the SPADSMAIL LOG
DIR/REPORTsubfile.
The necessaryinformationeededin orderto archivea DIR or
Reportis the DIR Number. The usermay alsodesignatehowmany documents





This subroutineis used to displayan entire data record on the
terminalfor the INPUT or REVISEMODES. Each data item is numbered in order
to verify the data record as either correctlyinput or the correctrecord to be
revisedor deleted. FlowchartFigure 5.4.2-5depictsthe flow diagram for
" this subroutine.
4.2.6 INPSDR
This subroutineis used by the INPUTor REVISEMODESto inputOr
changespecificdata itemswithina datarecord. FlowchartFigure5.4.2-6
depictsthe flowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.2.7 ALDR
This subroutineis called by the SEARCH MODE to performa PRINT ALL
type of search. This routinehas two (2) options: a completelistingof
DIR/REPORTrecordscontainingthe entire data record or a partial listing
only containingthe DIR/REPORTNumber and REVISION. When the entire data
record option is used, all nine (9) data items are displayedon the terminal
and formattedfor output. During the partialsearch only multiplesof 50
are displayedon the terminal. During this search the break key is inhibited.
When the DIR/REPORTdata file is finished,this routineautomatically
spools the output file to the high speed printer. FlowchartFigure 5.4.2-7
depicts the flow diagramfor this subroutine.
4.2.8 TITDR
This subroutineis called by theSEARCH MODE to perform the TITLE
. search. This procedureallows up to four (4) of the seven (7) possiblewords
. in the title to be searched. As each title is found containingthe desiredwor_
the entire title is displayedon the terminal. If none are found, the user
may restartthis subroutineor returnto the SEARCH MODE which is normally
donewhen the data file is finished. When the final word has been searched,
the entire data record of document recordsfoundwill be formattedto an
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output file and displayedon theterminal.FlowchartFigure 5.4.2-8depicts the
flow diagram for this subroutine.
4.2.9 DIRN
This subroutine is called by the SEARCHMODEto perform the DIR/REPORT
NUMBERtype of search. If the desired number is not located, a special Not
Found message is displayed on the terminal. When the search is finished, this
routine returns to the SEARCHMODE. Flowchart Figure 5.4.2-9 depicts the flow
diagram for this subroutine.
4.2.10 DATDR
This subroutine is called by the SEARCHMODEto perform the DOCUMENT
DATEtype of search. The DATEsearch has the capability of retrieving an
entire month's or year's worth of data by entering O0 for the day or month.
For example, entering 110078 would result in finding all the documents within
the data base in the eleventh month, November, for the year 1978. Likewise,
an entry of 000078 would retrieve all documents for the year 1978. Flowchart
Figure 5.4.2-10 depicts the flow diagram for this subroutine.
4.2.11 WANUM
This subroutine is called by the SEARCHMODEto perform a WORK
AuTHORIZATION/IDCODEtype of search. This procedure may perform partial
searches using the W.A. Number only or W.A. Number in conjunction with the
first two (2) letters of the ID Code. This routine formats document records
found and builds an output file. When the file has been finished, this
routine returns to the SEARCHMODE. Flowchart Figure 5.4.2-11 depicts the
flow diagram for this subroutine.
4.2.12 SYSDR
This subroutine is called by the SEARCHMODEto perform a SYSTEM
search. This routine formats document records found and builds an output
file. Whenthe file has been finished, this routine returns to the SEARCH




This subroutine is called by the SEARCHMODEto perform a CONTRACT
NUMBERtype of search. This procedure uses the CONTRACTABLE, CTAB, to find
the W.A. Number/ID Code associated with the desired Contract Number. See
Section 6.3.2 for further information concerning the CTABTable. The routine
" now performs a modified W.A. NUMBER/IDCODEtype of search. See Section 4.2.11




This subroutine is called by the SEARCHMODEto perform a VEHICLE
NUMBERtype of search. The VEHICLE search also has a special quality. A group
of vehicles may be found by using the first and last valid vehicle options.
For example, if a user declares the first valid vehicle as 198 and is searching
for vehicle number 200, not only would all documents containing vehicle 200
be found, but also those with numbers 198S, 199S, and 200S; where S represents
all subsequent vehicles. Default for the first valid vehicle number is zero
(0) whereas, the last valid vehicle number becomes 999.
Whenthe file has been finished, this routine returns to the SEARCH•
MODE. Flowchart Figure 5.4.2-14 depicts the flow diagram for this subroutine.
4,2.15 FMAIN
This subroutine is used by the SEARCHMODEto format and display on
the terminal the entire data record found during a specific data item search.
. This procedure also formats the data record for the output file to be spooled
on the high speed printer. The Contract Number is found in the CONTRACT
TABLE, CTAB, by search for the W.A. Number/ID Code. See Section 6.3.2 for
. further information concerning the CTABTable,
a
If many document records are found during a search and it is observed
that needed information will soon disappear from the screen, the user may
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temporarily stop terminal display by depressing the space bar. Terminal display
may be restarted by depressing the 'Q' key. Flowchart Figure 5.4.2-15 depicts
the flow diagram for this subroutine.
4.2.i6 CMAIN
This subroutineis usedby the SEARCHMODE to formatand displayon
the terminalthe entiredata recordfoundduringa CONTRACTNUMBERsearch,
4.2.13. This procedurealso formatsthe datarecordfor the outputfileto
be spooledon the highspeedprinter.
If many document recordsare found during a search and it is observed
that needed informationwill soon disappearfrom the screen, the user may
temporarilystop terminaldisplay by depressingthe space bar. Terminal
displaymay be restartedby depressingthe ,Qi key. FlowchartFigure 5.4.2-16




This subroutine is the input routine for the SPADSMAIL LOG
DRAWING/E.O.subfile. The DRAWINGsubfile data record consists of eleven
• (II) data items. If the drawing contains more than one (I) sheet, an
additional sheet record consisting of five (5) data items is kept for each
sheet in the SHEETsubfile. See Figure 6.2.3.1. The ENGINEERINGORDER
subfile data record consists of six (6) data items. See Figure 6.2.3.3.
The main body of data for these three (3) subfiles are sent from Dallas rather
than manually input. Unfortunately, vehicle system and section and
engineering order titles are not available in the original Dallas Data Base.
However, these fields may be entered in manually input Drawings and E.O.'s.
The INPUT MODEhas two (2) optional operations:
(I) E.O. - input of new engineering orders.
(2) Drawings and E.O.'s - input of new drawings along with their
referenced E.O.'s.
During option number 2, entry of referenced E.O.'s, option
number 1 is automatically performed if the E.O.'s are new to
the data base.
Entry of new engineering orders may result in one (I) of three (3)
terminal messages if the drawing sheet already has three (3), four (4), or
more E.O.'s referenced. _lowchart Figure 5.4.3-I depicts the INPUT MODEof
the DRAWING/E.O.subfile.
4.3.2 REVSDW
• This subroutine is the revise routine for the SPADSMAIL LOG
DRAWING/E.O.subfile. The only information necessary in order to revise or
delete a drawing or engineering Order is the Drawing Number or E.O. Number.
Whenthe desired record is found, it will be displayed on the terminal for
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verification. If it is not the correctrecord,search for the desired record
will continue. After the revisionhas been made the entire record is again
displayedon the terminalfor user edification.
The REVISEMODE may change the revisionof a sheet. During this
modification,all engineeringorders referencedbythat drawingsheet are
automaticallydeleted. The REVISE MODE may also be used an an Input operation
by adding a new sheet(s) to any existing drawing.
FlowchartFigure5.4.3-2depictsthe REVISEMODE of the DRAWING/E.O.
subfile.
4.3.3 SEADW
This subroutineis the searchroutinefor the SPADSMAIL DRAWING/E.O.
subfile.
Of the eleven (II) data items within the DRAWINGsubfile, nine (9)
are searchable. The resulting output from these searches always consists
of six (6) data items. See Figure 6.2.3.2. The ENGINEERINGORDERsubfile
consists of six (6) item records, of which only two (2) are searchable. The
resulting output from these two (2) searches consists of up to all six•(6)
data items. It should be noted that Revision Date is output in place of the
E.O. Date when an E.O. has a revision. This allows only the most recent date
to be displayed. See Figure 6.2.3.4.
Due to the data base source for drawings coming from Dallas and
manual input, three (3) searcheshave limitedcapability: SYSTEM, SECTION,
and DATE. The SYSTEMand SECTIONsearches are only usable for those drawings "
which are manuaily input. However, some Dallas drawing data will contain this
information within the title. Therefore, a TITLE search can be used if either
the SYSTEMor SECTIONsearches are found unsuccessful. The DATE search is also
limited in that all Dallas drawing data will have the same date. This date
represents the latest information update received from Dallas. Nevertheless,
the DATEsearch has the capability of retrieving an entire month's or year's
worth of data by entering O0 for the day or month. For example, entering
110078 would result in finding all drawings within the data base in the
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eleventhmonth,November,for theyear 1978. Likewis_an entryof 000078
wouldretrieveall documentsfor theyear 1978.
Thereare two (2)specializedsearches: REVISIONACTIONDUE and
PRINTALL. REVISIONACTIONDUEsearchfindsalldrawingscontainingsheets
whichreferencefive (5)or moreengineeringorders. The PRINTALL search
" has two (2)options: (1)Outputall drawingsand theirreferencedE.O.'sor
(2) Outputall engineeringordersin the database.
The VEHICLEsearchalsohas somespecialqualities.First,the user
may searchfor all drawingsrelatedto a certainvehicle,or searchfor all
engineeringordersrelatedto a certainvehicle. Second,a groupof vehicles
may be foundby usingthe firstand lastvalidvehicleoptions. Forexample,
if a userdeclaresthe firstvalidvehicleas 198 and is searchingfor vehicle
number200,not onlywouldall recordscontainingvehicle200 be found,but
alsothosewith numbers198S,199S,and 200S;whereS representsall-sub-
sequentvehicles.Defaultfor the firstvalidvehiclenumberis zero (0);
whereas,the lastvalidvehiclenumberbecomes999.
Another search also has the drawingand engineeringorder options.
This is the E.O. NUMBERsearch. The user may search the ENGINEERINGORDER
subfilefor a specificE.O. Numberor search the DRAWINGsubfilefor all
drawingsreferencinga specificE.O. Number. For an outline of all search
capabilitiessee Figure 6.2.3.5.
FlowchartFigure5.4.3-3depictsthe SEARCHMODEof the DRAWING/E.O.
subfile.
4.3.4 ARCDW
This subroutineis the archiveroutinefor theSPADSMAIL LOG
DRAWING/E.O.subfile. The only informationeededin orderto archivea
drawing is the DrawingNumber. The usermay designatehowmany drawingsare
to be archivedat one (1) session.Actualdrawingdataarchivedis placedin
a filecalledINACTD. If the drawingcontainsmore thanone (1)sheet,the




unreferenced by any drawings are placed in a file called INACTE. Flowchart
Figure5.4.3-4depictstheARCHIVEMODEof the DRAWING/E.O.subfile.
4.3.5 SHOWEO
This subroutineis usedto displaythe entireENGINEERINGORDER .
datarecordon the terminalfor the INPUTor REVISEMODES. Eachdata item
is numberedin orderto verifythe data recordas eithercorrectlyinputor
the correctrecordto be revisedor deleted. FlowchartFigure5.4.3-5depicts
the flowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.3.6 SHOWDW
This subroutineis usedto displayan entireDRAWINGdata record
fromboth the DRAWand SHEETsubfiles.This entiredatarecordis displayed
on the terminalduringthe INPUTor REVISEMODES. Eachdata itemis numbered
in orderto verifythe datarecordas eithercorrectlyinputor the correct
recordto be revisedor deleted. FlowchartFigure5.4.3-6depictsthe flow
diagramfor thissubroutine.
4.3.7 INPSE
This subroutineis usedby the INPUTor REVISEMODESto inputor
changespecificdata itemswithinthe ENGINEERINGORDERdata subfile. Flowchart
Figure5.4.3-7depictsthe flowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.3.8 INPSDW
This subroutine is used by the INPUTor REVlSEMODESto input or
change specific data items within the DRAWINGand SHEETdata subfiles.
Revision of SHEETdata records is performed by this routine, whereas, SHEET




This subroutineis usedby the INPUTMODEto enterSHEETsubfile
dataitems. If referencedE,O.'sare new to the database,the usermay
enterthe EngineeringOrderInputroutinedescribedin 4.3.7. Flowchart
Figure5.4.3-9depictsthe flowdiagramfor this procedure,
•4.3.l0 FIXSHT
This subroutineis usedby the REVISEMODE to preparetheSHEET
datasubfilefor the inputof a new sheetfor a specifiedrawing. Flow-
chartFigure5.4.3-I0depictsthe flowdiagramfor this subroutine.
4.3.11 SHTADD
This subroutineis usedby the REVISEMODEto inputnew data items
in theSHEETsubfilecorrespondingto a new sheetfor a specified rawing.
Thisprocedureis performedin conjunctionwith FIXSHTdescribedin 4.3.10.
FlowchartFigure5.4.3-IIdepictsthe flowdiagramfor this subroutine.
4.3.12 NEOADD
This subroutineis usedby the INPUTor REVISEMODESto add a new
ENGINEERINGORDERto a sheetof a specified•drawing.Entryof new engineering
ordersmay resultin one (1)of three(3)terminalmessagesif the drawing
sheetalreadyhas three(3),four (4),or more E.O.'sreferenced.Flowchart
Figure5.4.3-12depictsthe flowdiagramfor this subroutine.
4.3.13 HEADER
This subroutineis usedby the SEARCHMODE to formatfor the output
filethe appropriateheaderfor eachdata itemsearch. This headeris




This subroutineisusedby the SEARCHMODE to formatand display
on the terminal the appropriate DRAWINGdata items for each data record which
was found during a REVISIONACTIONDUEtype of search. This procedure also
formats the data items for the output file to be spooled on the high speed
printer.
If many document records are found during a search and it is
observed that needed information will soon disappear from the screen, the
user may temporarily stop terminal display by depressing the space bar.
Terminal display may be restarted by depressing the 'Q' key. Flowchart
Figure 5.4.3-14 depicts the flow diagram for this subroutine.
4.3.15 DMAIN
This subroutine is used by the SEARCHMODEto format and display
on the terminal the appropriate DRAWINGdata items for each data record which
was found. This procedure also formatsthe data items for the output file
to be spooled on the high speed printer.
If many document records are found during a search and it is
observed that needed information will soon disappear from the screen, the
user may temporarily stop terminal display by depressing the space bar.
Terminal display may be restarted by depressing the 'Q' key. Flowchart
Figure 5.4.3-15 depicts the flow diagram for this subroutine.
4.3.16 TITDW
This subroutine is called by the SEARCHMODEto perform the TITLE
search. This procedure allows up to four (4) of the seven (7) possible words
in the title to be searched. As each title is found containing the desired
word, the entire title is displayed on the terminal. If none are found, the
user may restart this subroutine or return to the SEARCHMODEwhich is normally
done when the data file is finished Whenthe final word has been searched,
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the appropriatedata itemsof eachDRAWINGdata recordfoundwill be formatted
to an outputfile and displayedon the terminal.FlowchartFigure5.4.3-16
depictsthe flow diagramfor thissubroutine.
m
4.3.17 ALDW
- This subroutineis calledby theSEARCHMODEto performa PRINTALL
type of search. This routinehas two (2)options: a completelistingof all
Drawingdata includingEngineeringOrdersor a listingof EngineeringOrders
only. Duringthissearchthe breakkey is inhibited.EachDRAWINGor
ENGINEERINGORDERdatarecordis formattedfor the outputfile and displayed
on the terminal.When the designatedsubfilesare finished,this routine
automaticallyspoolsthe outputfileto the highspeedprinter. Flowchart
Figure5.4.3-17depictsthe flowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.3.18 ACTDUE
This subroutineis calledby theSEARCHMODEto performthe REVISION
ACTIONDUE type of search. This proceduresearchesthe DRAWINGand SHEET
subfilesfor all Drawingdatasheetsreferencingfive (5)or more Engineering
Orders. Thosedrawingsheetsfoundwhichcontainthe correctnumberof E.O's
are formattedfor the outputfileand displayedon the terminal. Duringthis
searchthe breakkey is inhibited.When all DRAWINGdata recordshavebeen
checked,thisroutineautomaticallyspoolstheoutputfileto the highspeed
printer. FlowchartFigure5.4.3-18depictsthe flowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.3.19 DRAWN
. This subroutineis calledby theSEARCHMODE to performthe DRAWING
NUMBERtypeof search. If the desirednumberis not located,a specialNot
Foundmessageis displayedon the terminal.When the searchis finished,
. thisroutinereturnsto the SEARCHMODE.Flowchart Figure5.4.3-19depicts
the flowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.3,20 DATDW
This subroutineis called by the SEARCH MODE to perform the DRAWING
DATE type of search. The DATE search has the capabilityof retrievingan
entire month's or year's worth of data by enteringO0 for the day or month.
For example,entering II0078 would result in findingall thedocuments
within the data base in the eleventhmonth, November,for theyear 1978. o
Likewise,an entry of 000078Would retrieveall documentsfor the year 1978.
FlowchartFigure 5.4.3-20depictsthe flow diagramfor this subroutine.
4,3.21 SYSDW
This subroutineis called by the SEARCH MODE to performa SYSTEM
search. This routine formatsdrawingsfound and builds an output file.
When the file has been finished,this routinereturnsto the SEARCH MODE.
FlowchartFigure 5.4.3-21depicts the f!ow diagramfor this subroutine.
4.3.22 VEHND
This subroutineis called by the SEARCH MODE to perform a VEHICLE
NUMBER type of search. This procedurehas two (2) options: all the Drawings
or all the EngineeringOrders relatedto a vehicle,or set of vehicles. The
Vehiclesearch also has a specialquality. A group of vehiclesmay be found
by using the first and last valid vehicleoptions. For example, if a user
delcaresthe first valid vehicle as 198 and is searchingfor vehicle number
/ 200, not only would all documentscontainingvehicle200 be found, but also
those with numbers 198S, 199S, and 200S; where S representsall subsequentl
" vehicles. Defaultfor the first valid vehiclenumber is zero (0) whereas,
the last valid vehiclenumber becomes 999. °




This subroutine is calledby the SEARCHMODEto perform a SECTION
search. This routineformatsdrawingsfoundand buildsan outputfile. When
the file has beenfinished,this routinereturnsto the SEARCHMODE. Flowchart
Figure5.4.3-23depictsthe flowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.3.24 CODE
This subroutineis calledby theSEARCHMODE to performa VENDOR
CODEtypeof search. This procedurechecksthe firstthree(3)numbersof
eachdrawingnumberfor a designatedcode. All drawingsfoundwith this vendor
codeare formattedforthe outputfile anddisplayedon the terminal.When the
filehas beenfinished,thisroutinereturnsto the SEARCHMODE. Flowchart
Figure5.4.3-24depictsthe flowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.3.25 EONN
Thissubroutineis calledby the SEARCHMODEto performthe
ENGINEERINGORDERNUMBERtypeof search. Thisprocedurehas two options:
locatinga specificEngineeringOrderwithinthe E.O.datasubfileor search
the DRAWINGdatasubfilesfor all sheetsreferencinga specificEngineering
Order. If the firstoptionis takenand the desiredE.O. is not locatedon
the E.O.subfile,a specialNot Foundmessageis displayedon the terminal.
Regardlessof the option,the routineformatsfor the outputfile and displays
on the terminalthe appropriatedata itemsfor datarecordsfound. When the





This subroutine is used by the three (3) main subfile entrance
routines to record the user identification,• time and date of entry, and the
terminal used. The file used to store this information is called USERin o
each of the three (3) program UFD's. Flowchart Figure 5.4.4-I depicts the
flow diagram for this subroutine.
4.4.2 TINPUT
This subroutine is used to perform the basic Title Input for all
three (3) subfiles. This procedure is used in the INPUT MODEto build a
seven (7) word, ten (I0) characters per word searchable title. It is also
called during the REVISE MODEto change an existing title. The routine is
also used to build a compatible word for which to perform the TITLE search.
Flowchart Figure 5.4.4-2 depicts the flow diagram for this subroutine.
4.4.3 RDCOM
This subroutine is used by the Title Input routine, 4.4.2, to
construct the title one (I) character at a time. Editor checks are made for
eraser, kill, and new line characters. Flowchart Figure 5.4.4-3 depicts
the flow diagram for this subroutine.
4.4.4 GETWRD
This subroutine is used by the Title Input routine, 4.4.2, to build
the searchable title in seven (7) words, ten (I0) characters per word.
Flowchart Figure 5.4.4-4 depicts the flow diagram•for this subroutine.
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4.4.5 GETWD
This subroutineis usedby the TitleInputroutine,4.4.2,to preserve
and storethe titleas input. Thistitleis usedfor outputformatting.
- FlowchartFigure5.4.4-5depictsthe flowdiagramfor thissubroutine.
4.4.6 GETCON
This subroutineis usedby the MAIL CORRESPONDENCEand DIR/REPORT
subfileprograms•to fetcha ContractNumberfrom the CONTRACTTABLE,CTAB.
This processis performedby searchingthe tablefor a givenWorkAuthorization
Number/IDCode. See section6.2.3forfurtherinformationconcerningthe
CTABTable. If the searchif unsuccessful,a specialNot Foundmessageis
storedin placeof the ContractNumberanddisplayedon the terminal. Flowchart
Figure5.4.4-6depictstheflow diagramforthis subroutine.
4.4.7 IDUSER
Thissubroutineis usedby the ARCHIVEMODE routineto checkthe
useridentificationfor a validentry. If the user identificationis not
SYSTEM,a specialinvalidusermessageis displayedon the terminal.A special
messageis also sentto the systemterminalto recordthe improperentry





5. I. 1 MAIL CORRESPONDENCE
Figure 5.3-I is the flowchart for the MAIL LOGProgram and MAIL
CORRESPONDENCEsubfile main entry routine.
5.1.2 DESIGNINFORMATIONRELEASE/REPORT
Figure 5.3-2 is the flowchart for the DIR/REPORTsubfile main entry
routine.
5.1.3 DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER










Figures5.4.2-Ithru5.4.1-16are the flowchartsfor the DIR/REPORT
subfilesubroutines.
5.2.3 DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER•
Figures5.4.3-Ithru 5.4.3-25are the flowchartsfor the_.DRAWIN_,E.O.
subfiie subroutines.
5.2.4 GENERAL
Figures5.4.4-Ithru5.4.4-7are the flowchartsfor the MAIL LOG
programgeneralsubroutines.
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F1 WRITE(I,I00) See section 3.1.2.1 page 8
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H5 WRITE(1,2) See section3.1.2.2page9
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D2 WRITE(l,ll)('ISTHISA CONTINUATIONOF INPUT(YESOR NO)')
E2 JOUT = 0
F2 READ (l,lO)IOPT
G2 (IOPT.EQ.'YE');(IOPT.NE.'NO')
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D2 READ (6,END = 2000)MS,ATHR,DD,TO,DLN,SUB,PTIT,ROUT,IDD,COUNT,CWA,
CONT,ADD,TWX,FSC,NRE,DDT
E2 DO 2010 IN = ll,15;READ (IN,END= 2010)MS,ATHR,DD,TO,DLN,SUB,PTIT,
ROUT,IDD,COUNT,CWA,CONT,ADD,TWX,FSC,NRE
F2 DO 2005 IN= 16,18;READ (IN,END= 2005)MS,ATHR,DD,TO,DLN,SUB,PTIT,
ROUT,IDD,COUNT,CWA,CONT,ADD,TWX,FSC,NRE
G2 READ (9,END= 2060)ATHR,DLN,PTIT,IDD,COUNT,ADD,FSC,NRE
H2 WRITE(1,20);WRITE(I,30)('FIRST- PLEASEENTERTHE CURRENTINPUTDATE')
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C4 WRITE (18) MS,ATHR,DD,TO,DLN,SUB,PTIT,ROUT,IDD,COUNT,CWA,CONT,ADD,TWX,
FSC,NRE,DDT
D4 WRITE (17) MS,ATHR,DD,TO,DLN,SUB,PTIT,ROUT,IDD,COUNT,CWA,CONT,ADD,TWX,
• FSC,NRE,DDT
E4 WRITE (16) MS,ATHR,DD,TO,DLN,SUB,PTIT,ROUT,IDD,COUNT,CWA,CONT,ADD,TWX,
FSC,NRE,DDT
F4
G4 WRITE (9) ATHR,DLN,PTIT, IDD,COUNT,ADD,FSC,NRE
H4 (MS.EQ.'IM')
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_. C3 SRCH$$(KSCLOS,'VC' ,3,0,0,0)
D3 SRCH$$(K$CLOS,'OM',3,0,0,0)
E3 SRCH$$(K$CLOS,'IM' ,3,0,0,0)
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A1
B1 IN = IN + 1
C1 IPAGE = 0
D1 ICOUNT: 1





Jl IPAGE : IPAGE+ 2 •
K1
A2
B2 WRITE (7,1 50) ICOUNT,PTIT,DD,FSC,ATHR,TO,ROUT,DLN
C2 IPAGE = IPAGE + 2
D2 (IHARD.EQ.O)
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G5 IPAGE= IPAGE+ 4
H5 WRITE(7,85)
J5 IPAGE= IPAGE+ 5
K5
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B1 WRITE (7,160)ADD,CWA,CONT .
Cl IPAGE= IPAGE+ l
Dl ILINE= 0
El KRE = 0






B2 ILINE= 0 -"
C2 KTW = 0
D2 DO 1200M= 1,6;DO 1202N=.I,5;(TWX(M,N).NE'') KTW =KTW+ i; (KTW.EQ.O)
E2
F2 wRITE(7,170)(NRE(I,L),L = 1,3)








E3 ILINE= ILINE+l; IPAGE= IPAGE+ l













G4 IPAGE= IPAGE+ l
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B3 (IDES(1).EQ. 'AU' )
C3 (IDES(1).EQ. 'DL' )
D3 (IDES(1).EQ. ' ID' )
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C2 SRCH$$(K$RDWR+K$NDAM,' EMO',6,7,1 ,IC)
D2 SRCH$$(K$RDWR+K$NDAM,'TWFX',6,8,1 ,IC)
E2 SRCH$$(K$RDWR+KSNDAM,'ANN' ,6,9,1 ,IC)
F2 SRCH$$(K$RDWR+KSNDAM,'PR' ,6,10,1 ,IC)
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ADD,TWX,FSC,NRE
D3 SEE C3
E3 (COUNT.NE.ICOUN); D03901:I,3; (IDD(1).NE.D(1))
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G2 WRITE(I ,250) KNT,DWA
H2 DO I0 I=1,4; (DWA(1).NE.WAN(1))
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Gl PERFORMED BY Fl
Hl (FIrlISH. EQ. 1)
Jl 00265 L=1,4; (IDR{L).NE.DRAH{L))
Kl
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SRCH$$( K$CLOS, I DRAW' ',6,0,0,0); SRCH$$ (K$DELE, I DRAW' ,6,0,0,0)
WRITE(1,40) (ISHT(N),N=1,2),ORAW
(FNEO. GE. 6)
CNAHS$ ( I TEMP I ,6, I DRAW I ,6, IC)
SRCHS$(K$ROWR+K$NDAH,'DRAW',6,2,1,IC)
FINISH=O'
HRITE(l,.50) (ISHT(N),N=l ,2) ,DRAH,FNEO
00270 K=1,2; FEOREF(FNEO,K)=EON(K)
FINISH=l
:.lRITE (10) DRAW, TIT, PTIT, DT, SYS, VEH ,SECT, NSHT, FREV, FNEO, FEOREF
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Al
B1 $INSERT COMMON; INTEGER*2
Cl EOKNT = 1
01 (INEO.£Q.l.AND.SECOND.EQ.l)
El WRITE (1,998); WRITE· (7,999)
F1 WRITE {1,100)KNT,PTIT; WRITE (l,120)ORAW,DT
G1 . WRITE (7,220)KNT,PTIT,DRAW,DT




B2 WRITE (1,16D)FREV; WRITE (7,160)FREV
C2 (R.EQ.O)










C3 E = FNED
03 (FNEO.GT.10)
E3 I I = 10
Figure 5.4.3-14
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DO 35 I = 1, II
Performed by F3
(FEOREF(I,l}.EQ.1 I)
WRITE (l,38}I,(FEOREF(I,K},K = 1,2)
WRITE (7,38}1,(FEOREF(I,K},K =1,2)
DO 3011 = 1, II
Performed by E4
READ (18,END = 90)EON,ETIT,EPTIT,EOREV,EDT,ERDT,EOVEH
Performed by G4
DO 4001 = 1,2; (EON(N).NE.EOREF(I,N))
;: ;'i.lre 5.4.3-14
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02 EOKNT = EOKNT + 1











£3 WRITE (1,130)EPTIT ..,
Figure 5.4.3-14
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84 WRITE (1,260) (SHTN(K),K = 1,2), REV
C4 WRITE (7,260) SHTN,REV
04 (R.EQ.O)














JS II = 10
.- KS DO 37 = 1, II
Figure 5.4.3-14
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A1
B1 Performed "by G5 (Page 6 of 9)
Cl (EOREF(I,l).EQ.' I)."
01 WRITE (1,38) I, (EOREF(I~K)~K= 1,2)
E1 WRITE (7,38) I, (EOREF(I;K),K = 1,2)
F1
G1




B2 DO 300 1=1,11
C2 Performed by B2
02 READ (18,END = 90)EON,ETIT,EPTIT,EOREV,EDT,ERDT,EOVEH
E2 Performed by C2
F2 . DO 400 N= 1,2; (EON(N).NE.EOREF(I,N))
G2
H2























H4 EOKNT = EOKNT + 1
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81 $INSERT COMMON; INTEGER * 2
C1 INEO = 0
01 EOKNT = 1
E1 WRITE (1,998); WRITE '(7,999)
°Fl WRITE (1;100) KNT , PTIT; WRITE 1, 120) DRAW, DT
G1 WRITE (7,220)KNT,PTIT,DRAW,DT















C3 II = 10
03 DO 351 = hII
E3 Perfonned by D3
Figure 5.4.3-15
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F3 (FEOREF( 1,1). EQ. I I )
,';-
WRITE (1,38)I,(FEOREF(I,K),K = 1,2)G3
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A1
B1 Performed by D5 (Page 3 of 12)
C1 READ (18,END = 91)EON,ETIT,EPTIT,EOREV,EDT,ERDT,EOVEH
D1 "Performed by C1

















B3 DO 190 K= 2,NSHT
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F3 WRITE (7,230)EOKNT,EON~EOREV,E~DT,EPTIT







04 READ (12,END = 190)DRW,SHTN,REV,NEO,EOREF
E4 Performed by 04
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WRITE (1,260) (SHTN(J),J = 1,2), REV
WRITE (7,260) (SHTN(J),J =1,2), REV
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F3 II = NEO
.G3 (NEO,GT.10)
H3 II :: 10
J3 DO 37 1=1, II
K3
A4
84 Performed by J3
C4 (EOREF (I ,1) . EQ. I I )
04 . WRITE (1,38) I, (EOREF(I,K), K= 1,2)
E4 WRITE (7,38) 1, (EOREF(I,K), K= 1,2)
..
F4
G4 II = 10
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B1 Perfonned by H4 (Page 9 of 12)
C1 . READ (18, 90)EON,ETIT ,IPTTT , EOREV ,EDT ,EROT ,EOVEH
D1 Perfonned by C1




















... E3 WRITE (1,140)EOKNT,EON,EOREV,ERQT
Figure 5.4.3-15
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• I HOW MANY ''7~:--~r~~
. / READ j;
"HOW i'





B1 $INSERT COMMON; $INSERT SYSCOM>KEYS.F; INTEGER*4; *2
C1 T1 = 0
01 IPAGE = 0
El IUNE =0
Fl DO 80031 = 1,4; DO 8004 J = 1,3; IEX(I,J) = I I
G1 CLEAR
H1 WRITE (1,2)













83 DO 1000 LOOP = 1, ICON
C3 Performed by 83
03 WRITE (l , 1)
E3 LEN = 10
Figure 5.4.3-16
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· F3 TINPUT (IT,LEN)
G3 (IT{l).EQ.'QUIT ' )
H3 SRCH$${K$ROWR+K$NOAM,'T1 1 ,6,9,1,IC); SRCH$${K$ROWR+K$NOAM,'T2 1 )·
6,10,1,IC)





04 SRCH$${K$ROWR+K$NOAM,'T2 1 ,6,10,1,IC)
E4 (DOC. LT.1)
F4 DO 9999 I = I,OOC
G4 Performed by F4
H4 READ {IO,ENO=1020)ORAW,TIT,PTIT,OT,SYS,VEH,SECT,NSHT,FREV,FNEO,
FEOREF
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r- K5 - .. - --
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F1 (Tl. EQ. 3)






C2 IN = 6
02 . IN = 13








C3 10 = 13
03 10 =14
E3 10 =13
Fi gu re 5. 4. 3-16
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E4 DOC = 0
F4 REWIND IN; REWIND 10
G4 READ (IN, END=1 00 )DRAW , TIT, PTIT, DT ,SYS ,VEH, SECT, NSHT, FREV ,FNEO, FEOREF
H4 Performed by G4
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B1 DO 3 I = 1,21
C1 Performed By B1











02 DOC = DOC + 1










03· END FILE 10
E3 SRCHSS(KSCLOS, IT1 1 ,6,0,0,0)
Figure 5.4.3-16
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HS SRCH$S(I:$OELE, 'Tl' ,6,0,0,0)
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Figure 5.4.3-16 Page (10 of 14)
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A1
B1 KNT = 1
C1 ILINE = ILINE + FNEO + NSHT + 3











. 02 IPAGE = 0
E2 IUNE = 0






B3 MI = MUN/60.0; IH = J\H
C3 IMN = IH * 60
03 !m~~ = N1IN; IDH = IMIN-wr1
.. E3 tr~ITE (7,8008) IH,IDrl,(ARRAY(J),J =1,3)
.Figure 5.4.3-16
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F3 HRITE (7,8000)
G3 IUNE = IUNE + 12
H3 TH1DAT (ARRAY, 15)




C4 IU:~E = IUNE + INEO
04 (ILINE.LE.45)
E4
F4 HRITE (7,800l) ((IEX(K,L),L = 1,3) ,K=l ,4)
G4 HEADER
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Figure 5.4.3-16
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Al
B1 SRCH$$(K$CLOS,'Tl ' ,6,0,0,0)
Cl SRCH$S(K$CLOS,'T2 1 ,6,0,0,0)
01 SRCH$$(K$OELE, 'Tl ' ,6,0,0,0)
El SRCH$$(K$OELE,'T2' ,6,0,0,0)
Fl Tl =°











H2 READ (1 ,2001 ,ER~ = 1999)IOPT
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Figure 5.4.3-17 Page (1 of 9)
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A1
B1 $INSERT COMMON; $INSERT SYSCOM) KEYS.F; INTEGER * 2'
C1 IPAGE = 0
D1 IUNE = 0 r'

















B3 READ (6,END = lOn) DqAW,TIT,PTIT,DT,SYS,VEH,SECT,~SHT,FREV,FNEO,FEOREF
C3 Performed by 83
D3 KNT = KNT + 1
E3 ILINE = ILINE + FNEO + NSHT + 3
Fi gure 5.4.3-17
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F4 IPAGE =' 0
G4 rUNE = 0




BS ILINE = ILINE + 12
CS TIMDAT (ARRAY,15)
05 A!lIN = ARRAY (4)
. ES AH = AMIN/60.0; IH = AH
FS I:tM = IH * 60
GS IMIN = AMIN; rDM = IMIN - !!1r1
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01 IPAGE = 1
El Dt-1AIN






82 READ (18,END = 350)EON,ETIT,EPTIT,EOREV,EDT,ERDT,EOVEH
C2 Performed by B2
02 KNT = KNT + '1
E2 (IPAGE.NE.O)
F2







































AMIN = ARRAY (4)"
AH = AMIN/60.D; IH = AH
H1~1 = IH * 60
IMIN =AMIN; 10M = IMIN-IMM
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Figure 5.4.3-17
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A1
B1 (EOREV.EQ.INC ' )









B2 WRITE (1 ,140)KNT,EON,EOREV,EROT,((EOVEH(I,J),J = 1,2),1 = 1,2)
C2 ~'JRITE (7 ,230)KNT ,EON,EOREV ,ERDT ,EPTIT























C4 SRCH$$(K$CLOS,' ORAW' ,6,0,0,0)
04 SRCH$$(K$ClOS,'EO' ,6,0,0,0)
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FLAIl
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IN IT IALIZE I
DRAWING i
RECORD
























BREAKS ( •TRUE. )
HRITE (1,1)
READ (6, END=1 00) D:<AH, TIT, PTIT ,DT ,SYS, VEH ,SECT, NSHT ,F~EV ,F~IEO, FEOREF
.Performed by D2
.


































KNT ::: KNT + 1
KNTT = KNIT + 1
ILINE = ILINE + FNEO + 4
(ILINE. LE. 45)
!~RITE (J, 200) KNT, KinT
.-.... - .-' -'
Figure 5.4.3-18
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64 IPAr,E = 0











D5 ILI~E = ILINE + 12
E5 TI~1DAT (ARRAY, 15)
F5 M11N = ARRAY (4)
G5 AH =AM1N/60.0; 1H = AH
H5 1M!1 = 1H * 60
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DO 150 J = 2,NSHT
Performed by 82
READ (12, END = 1000) DRvJ ,SHT;I, REV, NED, EOREF
Perfonned by 02
DO 25 K= 1,4; (DRH(K) .NLDRAH(K))
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F3 (NED. LT. S)





84 ILI~E = ILINE + NED + 4





H4 I('IT = KilT + 1




CS .IPAGE = 0
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B2 ILINE = ILINE + 12
C2 TIMDAT(ARRAY,15)
02 AiUN = ARRAY(4)
E2 AH = AMIN/50.0; IH = AH
F2 IMM = IH * 50
G2 IMIN = AMIN; 10M = IMIN-H1r1
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A1
B1 $JNSERT COMMON; l'ITEGER * 4; * 2
C1 JPAGE = 0
D1 JUtiE = 0
E1 K:IT = 0
F1 tmITE (1, 1)





B2 ",EAD (6, EIIO=200) ORAW, ;IT ,PTlT ,OT ,SYS, VEH, SECT, NSHT ,FREV ,FNEO, FEOREF
C2 Perfomed by B2










D3 KfiT = KNT + 1
E3 JUliE = JUNE + FNEO + flSHT + 3
Figure 5.4.3-19
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F4 IP/\GE = a
G4 IUNE = a
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B2 ILINE = ILINE + 12
C2 TIMDAT (ARRAY, 15)
02 ~MIN + ARRAY (4)
E2 AH = AHIN/60.0; IH = AH
F2 IMM = IH * 60
G2 IMIN = AMIN; IDr1 = IMIN - HIM
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F3 ILINE =ILINE + INEO










G4 IPAGE = 0
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F3 WRITE(7,8000)
G3 IUNE= IU NE+12
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C2 READ(l ,101 ,ERR=999)(VS(I),I=1 ,2) .
D2 WRITE(1,102)





















C4 READ (1 ,12) IOPT
04 (IOPT . EQ. I EO I )
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B1 READ(18,END=400)EON,ETIT,EPTIT,EOREV,EDT,ERDT,EVOEH
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C2 PERFORMED BY 82
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B2 ILINE = ILINE + 12
C2 TIMDAT (ARRAY, ]5)
02 AMIN = ARRAY (4)
E2 AH = MlIN/60.0; IH = AH
F2 IMM= IH * 60
G2 IMIN = AMIN; 10M = IMIN- IHM
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E2 WRITE (10,5) DRAW (1)
F2 REWIND 10
. . G.2 READ (10,2) COD
H2 (ICODE(l ).EQ.123 1 )




C3 ~'IRITE (1,250) KNT
03 SRCH$$ (K$CLOS, 1 T3 I ,6,0,0,0) .
£3 SRCH$$(K$DELE,'T3 1 ,6,0,0,0)
Figure 5.4.3-24
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05 IPAGE = 0
E5 IUNE = 0
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82 ILINE = lLINE + 12
C2 TIMOAT (ARRAY, IS)
02 AMIN = ARRAY (4)
E2 AH = AMIN/60.0; lH = AH
F2 IMM = IH * 60
G2 IMIN = AMIN; IDM = 1M IN - H~M
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C3 HEADER
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B1 $INSERT COMMON; INTEGER * 4; * 2
C1 IPAGE = 0
01 IUNE = 0
E1 KNT = 0
















B3 READ (18,END = 350) EON,ETIT,EPTIT,EOREV,EDT,ERDT,EOVEH
C3 Performed by B3

























F5 AMIN + ARRAY (4)
G5 AH • AI~IN/60. 0
H5 IH • AH
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IMIN = AMINi 10M = IMIN - IMM
WRITE (7;1000)IH,IOM,{ARRAY(I),I = 1,3)
WRITE (7,300)
IPAGE = 1
(EOREV .EQ. I NC I)










DO 2000 1=1,6; (IEON(l).NE.FEOREF(I,1)); (IEON(2).EQ.FEOREF(I,2))
Fi gure 5.4.3-25
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E4 KNTT = KNTT + 1
F4 ILINE = ILINE + FNEO + 4
G4 (IUNE.LE.45)
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82 ILINE = ILINE + 12
C2 TIMDAT(ARRAY,15)
02 AMIN = ARRAY (4)
E2 AH = AMIN/60.0; IH = AH
F2 IMM = IH * 60
G2 IMIN= AMIN; 10M = IMIN - IMM






03 IPAGE = 1
E3 FIRST = 1
Figure 5.4.3-25
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F3 MAINO'
G3 (NSHT. GT. 1)




84 READ (12,END = 1001)DRW~SHTN,REV,NEO,EOREF
C4 Performed by 84
-04 DO 25 K = 1,4;. (DRW(K).NE.DRAW(K))
E4
F4
G4 DO 150 J = 2,NSHT
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C3 KNT = :<~n + 1
D3 KNTT = K~Hj + ,
E3 ILINE = ILINE + NEO + 4
Figure 5.4.3-25
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B4 AMIN = ARRAY (4)·
C4 AH =AMIN/50. 0; IH = AH
04 HIM = IH * 50
E4 IMIN = AMIN; 10M = IMIN - IMM
F4 IPAGE = 0





B5 IPAGE = 1
C5 MAINO
05
E5 fiRITE (7,800B)IH,IDM,(ARRAY(I),1 = 1,3)
F5 WRITE (7,8000)
G5 WRITE (7,8001)IEON
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Bl $INSERT SYSCOM>KEYS.F; INTEGER*2
C1 BREAKS (.TRUE.)
01 TIMOAT(ARRAY,15)




G1 AMIN=ARRAY(4); AH=AMINj60.0; IH=AH
H1 IMM=IH*60; IMIM=AMIN; IDM=IMIN-IMM
















C3 . SRCH$$(K$CLOS,'USER',4,0,0,0); SRCH$S(K$CLOS,'TUSER ' ,5,0,0,0);
D3 SRCH$S(K$DELE,'USER ' ,4,0,0,0)
E3 CNAr'~$S( 'TUSER' ,5, 'USER ' ,4,IC)
Figure 5.4.4-1
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$INSERT COMMON; CO~~ON/X/PEDL; INTEGER*2; *4
ROCOM(BUF)
DO 51=1,76; BUFF(I)=BUF(I}
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A1
S1 CO~'MON/X/PEOL; INTEGER .











D2 DO 999 1=2,77; 11=1-1; SUF::I)=8UF(I)
E2 CHAR=BUF(PEOL)
F2 PEDL=PEDL+l
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D2 DO 999 1=2,77; 11=1-1; BUFF(II)=BUFF(I)
E2 CHAR=BUFF(PEDL)
F2 PEDL=PEDL+l
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7 'r"'. 'Ii SRCHS$MATCH ' • t. '---Jt CLOSE"-...-./ ~! CONTRACTJi TABLE......,;.....;;;..;~---'"'
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81 $INSERT COMMON; $INSERT SYSCOM>KEYS.F




G1 (WAN (1 ) . EQ. 133 I .AND. WAN (2) •EQ • 102 • )
H1 (WAN (1) . EQ. •38 I • AND. WAN (2) •EQ. 104 I • OR. WAN (2) •EQ. •09 ' )
J1 (\4AN (1). NE .WAN( 1)); (WAN(2) .NE. WA(2))
K1
A2








J: SRCHSS(~SCLOS, 'CTAB' ,6,0,0,0)
33 (WAN(1).NE.WA{1));(WAN(2).NE.WA(2))
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(WAN(3).NE.'AB 1 ).AND.WAN(3).NE. 'BA');(WAN(3).EQ. 'AB' .AND.WA(3).EQ.'A');
(WAN (3) . EQ. 'BA ' .AND WA (3) .EQ. 'B' )
rigure 5.4.4-6
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BREAKS ( .TRUE. )
TIMDAT (IA, 15)
CLEAR
(IA (13) . NE. I SY I ); (IA (14) •NE. I ST I ); (IA (15) . NE. I EM I )
COMISS ('LOUSER ' ,6,12,IC)





6.0 DATA BASE DESIGN
6.1 fILE STRUCTURE
6. 1. 1 DATA SUBFI LES
6.1.1.1 MAIL CORRESPONDENCE DATA
The Mail Correspondence portion of the Mail Log data base is further
subdivided into six (6) subfiles representing the six (6) types of documents.
There also exists a seventh data file used for storage of special action due
date items. This file provides fast and efficient access to data during the
ACTION DUE DATE SEARCH, see Section 4.1.22, which is otherwise scattered through-
out the six (6) data subfi1es listed below:
NAME DESCRIPTION FUNIT PUNIT
TRAN TRANSMITTALS and SPECIFICATIONS 6 2
ACTO ,ACT! ON DUE DATE 9 5
MEMO MEMO's and LETTERS 11 7
TWFX TWX's, MAGNAFAX's and RAPIFAX's 12 8
ANN ANNOUN CEMENTS 13 9
PR PURCHASE REQUESTS 14 10
MIS MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS and REPORTS 15
'"
6.1.1.2 DESIGN INFORMATION RELEASE/REPORT DATA










6.1.1.3 DRAWING/ENGINEERING ORDER DATA
'The Drawing portion of the Mail Log data base is further subdivided


















The DRAWING subfile contains all sheet one (1) infonnation .pertaining
to a specific drawing. If the drawing has more than one (1) sheet t additional
information pertaining to each following sheet is contained in the SHEET
subfi1e. Therefore t the DRAWING and SHEET subfiles together form all drawing
data contained within the data base. The E.O. subfile contains pertinent




All archived document records are stored in one (1) of two (2) inactive
files called INACTS or INACTL. Transmittal data records which are actively
stored in the TRAN subfi1e (see Section 6.1.1.1), will be archived to INACTL.
Any data records which are actively stored in any of the other five (5) subfi1es
will be archived to INACTS. These data records do not contain the sixteenth
data item, DESCRIPTION, which is found only in the TRANSMITTAL subfi1e.
Another storage file, called USER, is used to record the user 10,






INACTIVE FILE (LONG RECORDS)










6.1.2.2 DESIGN INFORMATION RELEASE/REPORT
All DIR/REPORT data records are stored in an inactive file called
INACT when archived.
Another storage file, called USER, is used to record the user 10,














. Each of the three (3) data subfi1es described in Section 6.1.1.3 has
a corresponding inactive file for archive purposes. The DRAW subfile data
- 502 -
records are archived to INACTD. The SHEET subfile data records are archived to







Another storage file, called USER, is used to record the user 10,
date, and terminal location number for each entry.
DESCRIPTION FUN IT PUNIT
INACTIVE FILE (DRAW) 9 5
INACTI VE FI LE (SHEET) 11 7
INACTIVE FILE (EO) 17 13
USER LOG 19 15
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6.1.3 TEMPORARY WORKING STORES
6.1.3.1 MAIL CORRESPONDENCE
The CORRESPONDENCE program uses several temporary working storage
files for outputting, rebuilding, restructuring, or sorting various subfile
data records.
NAME DESCRIPTION FUN IT PUNIT
OUT OUTPUT FILE 7 3
REVS REVISION DATA FILE 8 4
DATE CURRENT DATE &DAILY 10 6
DOCUMENT COUNTER
1M DAILY INCOMING MAIL 16 12
OM DAILY OUTGOING MAIL 17 13
VC DAILY VOUGHT CORRESPONDENCE 18 14
Tl SUBJECT SEARCH FOUND FILE 19 15·
T2 SUBJECT SEARCH FOUND FILE 20 16
6.1.3.2 DESIGN INFORMATION RELEASE/REPORT
The DIR/REPORT program uses several temporary working storage files
for outputting and rebuilding data records.
NAME DESCRI PTI ON FUNIT PUNIT
OUT OUTPUT FILE 7 3
REVS REVISION DATA FILE 8 4
TEMP REBUILDING DATA FILE 10 6
Tl TITLE SEARCH FOUND FILE 11 7
T2 TITLE SEARCH FOUND FILE 12 8
6.1.3.3 DRAWING/ENGINEERING ORDER
The DRAWING/EO program uses several temporary working storage fil es
for outputting and rebuilding data records.
- 504 -
NAME. DESCRIPTION FUNIT PUNIT
OUT OUTPUT FILE 7 3
REVS REVISIOWDATA FILE. 8 4
TEMP DRAW REBUILDING DATA FILE 10 6
ETEMP EO REBUILDING DATA FILE 13 9
Tl TITLE SEARCH FOUND FILE 13 9
STEMP SHEET REBUILDING DATA FILE 14 10
T2 TITLE SEARCH FOUND FILE 14 10
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6.2 DATA RECORDS
This Section provides a description of each data record for all
three (3) main MAIL LOG subfiles. Atable of searchable data items is given
along with the items formatted for output during the SEARCH MODE.
6.2.1 MAIL CORRESPONDENCE
The Correspondence data record for each 'document consists of up to
sixteen (16) data items, as shown in Figure 6.2.1.1. All but the DAILY COUNTER
are input manually by the operator. The INPUT DATE and DAILY COUNTER are
assigned automatically by the computer software. The CONTRACT NUMBER may also
be assigned by using the WA/ID CODE - CONTRACT TABLE, CTAB, described in
Section 6.4.2. There are two (2) subjects stored in each data record: SU~ as
indicated in Figure 6.2.1.1, is the searchable subject; PTIT, not shown .in
Figure 6.2.1.1, represents a complete subject which is used for output purposes.
During the SEARCH MODE eleven (11) of these sixteen (16) data items are
searchable with up to eight (8) data items.being formatted for output. See
Figures 6.2.1.2 and 6.2.1.3.
6.2.2 DESIGN INFORMATION RELEASE/REPORT
The DIR/REPORT data record for each document consists of up to nine
(9) data items as shown in Figure 6.2.2.1. The CONTRACT NUMBER is assigned
automatically by the WA/ID CODE - CONTRACT TABLE, CTAB, described in
Section 6.4.2. The CONTRACT NUMBER is therefore never actually saved within
the data record. There are two (2) titles st~red in each data record: TIT,
.as indicated in Figure 6.2.2.1,is the searchable title;.PTIT,not shown in
Figure 6.2.2.1, represents a complete title which is used' for output purposes.
During the SEARCH MODE eight (8) of nine- (9) data items are searchable
with the entire data record being formatted for output. See Figure 6.2.2.2.
6.2.3 DRAWING/ENGINEERING ORDER
All drawings are divided into two (2) subfiles: DRAW and SHEET.
DRAW contains all first sheet data and items indicating any further sheets.and
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E.O.'s referenced. Each data record in this subfile contains up to ten (10)
data items, as shown in Figure 6.2.3.1. There are two (2) titles stored in
each data record: TIT, as indicated in Figure.6~2.3.1, is the searchable title;
and PTITrepresents the complete title which is used for output purposes .
. If a drawing has more than one (1) sheet, each subsequent sheet forms
a data record in the SHEET subfile. Each data record in this subfile contains
up to five (5) data items as shown in Figure 6.2.3.1.
During the SEARCH MODE, the DRAWING subfiles contain eight (8) searchable
data items with up to eight (8) data items being formatted for output. There
also exists a ninth searchable data item, VENDOR CODE, which is actually a partial
search on the DRAWING NUMBER data item. See Figure 6.2.3.2.
Engineering Order data records consist of up to six (6) data items, as
shown in Figure 6~2.3.3. Each EO data record contains two (2) titles: ETIT, as
indicated in Figure 6.2.3.~ is the searchable title; and EPTIT represents the
complete title which is used for output purposes.
During the SEARCH MODE only two (2) of the data items are searchable
with up to all six (6) items being formatted for output. See Figure 6.2.3.4.
Special information pertaining to the SEARCH MODE for'all three (3)





NO. DESCRI PTI ON VARIABLE SIZE TYPE
1 MAIL STATUS MS 2 characters ALPHA
2 AUTHOR/SOURCE ATHR 28 characters ALPHA
3 DOCUMENT DATE DD 6 characters - MMDDYY NUMERIC
4 TO/ADDRESSEE TO 32 characters ALPHA
5 DOCUMENT LETTER NUMBER DLN 18 characters ALPHA
6 SUBJECT SUB 10 characters/word - 7 words ALPHA
7 ROUTING ROUT 3 characters - 6 entries ALPHA
8 INPUT DATE IDD 6 characters - MMDDYY . NUMERIC
9 DAILY COUNTER COUNT 4 characters NUMERIC
--"~""'-,- ---...r--~----------
10 WA NUMBER/ID CODE WA 8 characters ALPHA
11 CONTRACT NUMBER CONT 20 characters ALPHA
12 ACTION DUE DATE ADD .6 characters - MMDDYY NUMERIC
13 REFERENCED DOCUMENTS niX 18 characters - 6 entries ALPHA
14 FI LE SYSTEM CODE FSC 10 characters - 2 entries ALPHA
15 RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER NRE 3 characters - 3 entries ·ALPHA
16 * DESCRI PTION DDT 10 characters/word - 7 words ALPHA
- 30. entri es







NO. DESCRIPTION SEARCHABLE OUTPUT
1 MAIL STATUS *
2 . AUTHOR/SOURCE *
3 DOCUMENT DATE *
4 TO/ADDRESSEE *
5 DOCUMENT LETTER NUMBER * *
6 SUBJECT * *
7 ROUTING
8 INPUT DATE * *
9 DAILY COUNTER *
10 W.A. NUMBER/ID CODE *
11 CONTRACT NUMBER *
12 ACTI ON DUE DATE * **
13 REFERENCED DOCUMENTS ***
14 FILE SYSTEM CODE *
15 RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER -Ii **
16 **** DESCRIPTION
.* OUTPUT IN ALL SEARCHES
** ONLY OUTPUT DURING AN ACTION DUE SEARCH
*** OUTPUT IN ALL BUT AN ACTION DUE OR ALL SEARCH





DESCRI PTI ON SUBFILE SELECTION TIME FRAME
MAIL STATUS ANY 6 ANY
AUTHOR ANY 6 ANy
DOCUMENT DATE ANY 6 DAY/MONTH/YEAR
TO ANY 6 ANY
DOCUMENT LETTER NUMBER ANY 6 ANY
SUBJECT ANY 6 ANY
INPUT DATE ANY 6 DAY/MONTH/YEAR
W.A. NUMBER/ID CODE ANY 6 ANY
CONTRACT NUMBER ANY 6 ANY
ACTION DUE ALL 6 NONE
RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER ANY 6 ANY
ALL . ANY 6 ANY





NO. DESCRI PTI ON VARIABLE SIZE TYPE
1 TITLE TIT 10 characters/word- 7 words "ALPHA
2 DIR/REPORT NUMBER DIR 14 characters ALPHA
3 DATE DT 6 characters - MMDDYY NUMERIC
4 SYSTEM SYS 4 characters - 3 entries ALPHA
5 VEHICLE VEH 4 characters - 2 entries ALPHA
6 W.A. NUMBERjID CODE WAN 8 characters ALPHA
7 * CONTRACT NUMBER CONT 20 characters ALPHA
8 REVISION REV 2 characters ALPHA
9 REVISION DATE RDAT 6 characters -"MMDDYY NUMERIC
* NOT STORED IN DATA BASE SUBFILE






NO. DES CRI PTI ON SEARCHABLE OUTPUT
'"1 TITLE * *
. 2 DIR/REPORT NUMBER * *
3 DATE * *
4 SYSTEM * *
5 VEHICLE * *
6 W.A. NUMBER/ID CODE * *
7 *** CONTRACT NUMBER * *
8 REVISION *
9 REVISION DATE ** *
** INCLUDED WITHIN THE DATE SEARCH
*** NOT STORED IN DATA BASE SUBFILE
CONTAINED IN W.A./CONTRACT TABLE
FI GURE 6. 2.2.2
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DRAWING RECORD DESCRIPTION
ITEM . DRAW SUBFILE
NO. DESCRIPTION VARIABLt: SIZE TYPE
1 TITLE TIT 10 characters/word - 7 words ALPHA
2 DRAWING NUMBER DRAW 14 characters ALPHA
* VENDOR CODE 3 characters ALPHA
3 DATE DT 6 characters - MMDDYY NUMERIC
4 **SYSTEM SYS 4 characters - 3 entries ALPHA
5 VEHICLE VEH 4 characters - 2 entries ALPHA
6 **SECTION SECT 12 characters ALPHA
7 NUMBER OF SHEETS NSHT 2 characters NUMERIC
8 SHEET REVISION FREV 2 characters ALPHA
9 NUMBER OF E.O. IS FNEO 2 characters NUMERIC
10 E.O.ls REFERENCED FEOREF 8 characters' - 10 entries ALPHA
ITEM SHEET SUBFILE
NO. DESCRIPTION VARIABLE SIZE TYPE
1 DRAWING NUMBER DRW 14 characters ALPHA
2 SHEET NUMBER SHTN 2 characters - 2 entries NUMERIC
3 REVISION REV 2 characters ALPHA
4 NUMBER OF E.O.ls NEO 2 characters NUMERIC
5 E.O. IS REFERENCED EOREF 8 characters - 10 entries ALPHA
* CONTAINED WITHIN DRAWING NUMBER
**NOT CONTAINED IN DALLAS DATA
FIGURE 6.2.3.1
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SEARCHABLE DRAWING DATA ITEMS
ITEM
NO. DRAWING SUBFILE SEARCHABLE OUTPUT
1 TITLE * *
2 DRAWING NUMBER * *
VENDOR CODE *




7 NUMBER OF SHEETS
8 SHEET REVISION *
9 NU~BER OF E.O. 's **















** NUMBER OF E.0. I s CHECK~D WHEN PERFORMING A REVISION ACTION DUE SEARCH
FIGURE 6.2.3.2
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ENGINEERING ORDER RECORD DESCRIPTION
ITEM
NO. DESCRIPTION VARIABLE SIZE TYPE
1 . * E.O. TITLE ETIT 10 characters/word - 7 words ALPHA
.2 LO. NUMBER EON 8 characters ALPHA
3 L O. REVISION EOREV 2 characters ALPHA
4 E.O. DATE EDT 6 characters - MMDDYY NUMERIC
5 E.O. REVISON DATE ERDT 6 characters - MMDDYY NUMERIC
6 VEHICLE EOVEH 4 characters - 2 entries ALPHA
* NOT PRESENT IN DALLAS DATA
FI GU RE 6. 2.3.3
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SEARCHABLE ENGINEERING ORDER DATA ITEMS
ITEM
NO. DESCRIPTION SEARCHABLE OUTPUT
1 LO. TITLE *
2 LO. NUMBER * *
3 LO. REVISION *
4 E.O. DATE *
5 E.O. REVISION DATE *
6 VEHICLE * **

















DALLAS DATA ALL ONE DATE
NOT APPLICABLE WITH DALLAS
NOT APPLICABLE WITH DALLAS
TWO OPTIONS: E.O. 's DR DRAWINGS
**
FIVE (5) OR MORE E.O.'s
TWD OPTIONS: E.O.'s DR DRAWINGS
TWO OPTIONS: E.O. 's OR DRAWINGS
** DALLAS DATA TITLES SOMETIMES
CDNTAIN SYSTEM AND/OR SECTION
FIGURE 6.2.3.5
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•6.3 MISCELLANEOUS VARIABLES AND ARRAYS
This Section provides a description of all Miscellaneous Variables
and Arrays used by each MAIL LOG subfile program. The following items are
given for each:
(A) Vari ab.l e or Array name
(B) Description of Variable or Array name
(C) Size of Variable or Array in characters






This Section provides a description of all variables and arrays
used by the CORRESPONDENCE subroutines 4~1.1 through 4.1.29.
VARIABLE/ARRAY DESCRIPTION SIZE TYPE
A ARRAY CONTAINING USER ID 30 ALPHA
BLNK BLANK 2 ALPHA
CD CURRENT DATE IN JULIAN DOUBLE NUMERIC
, PRECISION
CON CONTRACT NUMBER 20 ALPHA
COUNTR DAILY COUNTER STORAGE 4 NUMERIC
D DESIRED INPUT DATE 6 NUMERIC
DA DESIRED AUTHOR 28 ALPHA
DDD DESIRED DOCUMENT DATE 6 NUMERIC
DE RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER FOR.ACTION DUE 3 ALPHA
DF FILE SYSTEM CODE FOR ACTION DUE 10 ALPHA
DL DESIRED DOCUMENT LETTER NUMBER . 18 ALPHA
DM DESIRED MAIL STATUS 2 ALPHA
DOC DOCUMENT RECORD COUNTER FOR EACH
SUBJECT FOUND USING WORD SEARCH 2 NUMERIC
DPT PRINT SUBJECT FOR ACTION DUE 77 ALPHA
DRE DESIRED RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER 3 ALPHA
DTO DESIRED ADDRESSEE/TO 32 ALPHA
DW DESIRED CONTRACT NUMBER 20 ALPHA
FINISH FLAG FOR REVISION OF DATA BASE 1 NUMERIC
COMPLETED
FVD FIRST VALID DATE 6 NUMERIC
IA CHANGE IN TRAN SUBFILE FLAG 1 NUMERIC
IACT ACTION DUE DATE 6 NUMERIC
IAN USER RESPONSE STORAGE 2 ALPHA
IANN ANNOUNCEMENTSUBFILE OPEN FLAG 1 NUMERIC
IANS SUBFILE SELECTOR VALUE 2 NUMERIC
ICON NUMBER OF WORDS IN SUBJECT TO BE 2 NUMERIC
SEARCHED







VARIABLE/ARRAY DESCRIPTION SIZE TYPE
ICOUNT FILE DAILY RECORD ,COUNTER 4 NUMERIC
ICURR CURRENT DATE 6 NUMERIC
10 OJ\y 2 NUMERIC'
IDES USER RESPONSE FOR SEARCH MODE 2 char.- ALPHA
2 entries
101 FF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ICURR AND IACT 6 NUMERIC
lEX WORDS USED FOR SUBJECT SEARCH 10 char.- ALPHA
4 entries
IFILE NUMBER OF FILES TO BE OPENED OR 2 NUMERIC
SPECIFIC FILE TO BE INPUT
IHARD COMPLETE OUTPUT OPTION FLAG 1 NUMERIC
IKNT NUMBER OF DATA ITEMS TO BE REVISED 2 NUMERIC
IUNE ARRAY LINE COUNTER 2 NUMERIC
ILP NUMBER OF DESCRIPTIONS TO BE INPUT 2 NUMERIC
1M MONTH 2 NUMERIC
IMELE MEMO LETTER SUBFILE OPEN FLAG 1 NUMERIC
IMIS MISCELLANEOUS SUBFILE OPEN FLAG 1 NUMERIC
IN INPUT FI LE FUNIT 2 NUMERIC
10 OUTPUT FILE FUNIT 2 NUMERIC
IOPT USER RESPONSE STORAGE 2 ALPHA
IPAGE PAGE LINE COUNTER OR FIRST MATCH 2 NUMERIC
FOUND FLAG
IPR PURCHASE REQUEST SUBFILE OPEN FLAG 1 NUMERIC
IPRINT TOP OF PAGE FLAG 1 NUMERIC
IR NUMBER OF A DATA ITEM TO BE REVISED 2 NUMERIC
IREAD FINISHED READING ALL SUBFILES FLAG 1 NUMERIC
IRR FIRST TIME SEARCH FLAG 1 NUMERIC
IT TEMPORARY SUBJECT STORAGE 77 ALPHA
ITEM DATA ITEM NUMBER INDICATOR 2 NUMERIC
ITRSP TRANSMITTAL SUBFILE OPEN FLAG 1 NUMERIC
ITWFX TWX SUBFILE OPEN FLAG 1 NUMERIC
IY YEAR 2 NUMERIC
JOUT SPOOL NEW DATA OUTPUT AGAIN FLAG 1 NUMERIC
KNT DOCUMENTS FOUND COUNTER . 4 NUMERIC
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VARIABLE/ARRAY DESCRIPTION SIZE TYPE
KT DAILY COUNTER FOR ACTION DUE .4 NUMERIC
LEN . NUMBER OF CHARACTERS/WORD 2 NUMERIC
LVD LAST VALID DATE 6 NUMERIC
R INPUT-REVISE FLAG 1 NUMERIC
Tl SUBJECT SEARCH WORD COUNTER 2 NUMERIC
TFVD FIRST VALID DATE IN JULIAN DOUBLE NUMERIC
PRECISION
TIM DOCUMENT DATE IN JULIAN DOUBLE .NUMERIC
PRECISION
TJ RETURN VALUE FROM JTIME SUBROUTINE DOUBLE NUMERIC
PRECISION
TJUL RETURN VALUE FROM JTIME SUBROUTINE DOUBLE NUMERIC
PRECISION
TLVD LAST VALID DATE IN JULIAN DOUBLE NUMERIC
PRECISION
WA DESIRED WA/ID CODE . 8 ALPHA
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6.3.2 DESIGN INFORMATION RELEASE/REPORT
This Section provides a 'description of all variables and arrays
used in the OIR/REPORT sUbroutines 4.2.1 through 4.2.16.
,.
VARIABLE/ARRAY DESCRIPTION SIZE TYPE
A ARRAY CONTAINING USER ID 30 ALPHA ~" .
BLNK BLANK 2 ALPHA"
CON CONTRACT NUMBER 20 ALPHA'
D DATE 6 NUMERIC
DC DESIRED CONTRACT NUMBER 20 ALPHA
DIRR DIR/REPORT NUMBER 14 " ALPHA
DOC DOCUMENT RECORD COUNTER FOR EACH DI R/ 2 NUMERIC
REPORT FOUND DURING WORD TITLE SEARCH
DS DESIRED SYSTEM 12 ALPHA
DWA DESIRED WA NUMBER 8 ALPHA
FINISH FLAG FOR REVISION OF DATA BASE 1 " NUMERIC
COMPLETED
IANS USER RESPONSE STORAGE 1 ALPHA
IC RETURN ERROR CODE 2 NUMERIC
ICON NUMBER OF WORDS TO SEARCH IN TITLE 2 NUMERIC
IDIR DIR/REPORT NUMBER STORAGE 14 'ALPHA
lOR DIR/REPORT NUMBER STORAGE 14· ALPHA',
IKNT NUMBER OF RECORD TO BE ARCHIVED 2 NUMERIC
IN INPUT FILE FUNIT 2 NUMERIC
10 OUTPUT FILE FUNIT 2 NUMERIC
IOPT USER RESPONSE STORAGE 2 ALPHA
IPAS PASSWORD FOR UFO ATTACHMENT 2 ,ALPHA,
IR NUMBER OFA DATA ITEM TO BE REVISED 2 NUMERIC
IT FILE TYPE OR TEMPORARY' TITLE 2 or ALPHA· '
n
ITV FILE TYPE RETURN CODE 2 NUMERIC
KNT DIR/REPORT FOUND COUNTER 4 NUMERIC
LEN NUMBER OF CHARACTERS/WORD 2 NUMERIC
R INPUT-REVISE FLAG 1 NUMERIC
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VARIABLE/ARRAY DESCRI PTI ON SIZE TYPE
Tl TITLE SEARCH WORD COUNTER 1 NUMERIC
VEHl DESIRED VEHICLE 4 ALPHA
VKNT VEHICLE FOUND COUNTER 2 .NUMERIC
VS . FIRST AND LAST VALID VEHICLE 8 ALPHA
WA WORK AUTHORIZATION/ID CODE 8 ALPHA
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6.3.3 DRAWING/ENGINEERING ORDER
This Section provides a description of all variables and arrays
used in the DRAWING/E.O. subroutines 4.3.1 through 4.3.25.
VARIABLE/ARRAY DESCRIPTION SIZE. TYPE
A ARRAY CONTAINING. USER iD 30 ALPHA
BLNK BLANK 2 ALPHA
COD VENDOR CODE PORTION OF THE 3 ALPHA
DRAWING NUMBER
D DATE DESIRED 6 NUMERIC
DOC DOCUMENT RECORD COUNTER FOR EACH 2 NUMERIC
DRAWING FOUND DURING WORD TITLE SEARCH
DS SYSTEM DESIRED 12 ALPHA
EOKNT E.O. COUNTER FOR EACH SHEEt 2 NUMERIC
FINISH FLAG FOR REVISION OF DATA BASE 1 NUMERIC
COMPLETED
FIRST FLAG FOR FIRST SHEET OPERATION; 1 NUMERIC
DRAW SUBFILE
IANS USER RESPONSE STORAGE 1 ALPHA
IC RETURN ERROR CODE 2 NUMERIC
ICODE DESIRED VENDOR CODE 3 ALPHA
ICON NUMBER OF WORDS TO SEARCH IN TITLE 2 NUMERIC
IDES USER RESPONSE STORAGE 2 ALPHA
IDR TEMPORARY DRAWING NUMBER STORAGE 14 ALPHA
IDRAW DRAWING NUMBER DESIRED· 14 ALPHA
lEO E.O. NUMBER DESIRED 8 ALPHA
IEOUP E.O. UPDATE FLAG FOR NEW REVISION 1 NUMERIC
lEX WORDS OF TITLE SEARCHED 10 char.- ALPHA
4 entries
II NUMBER OF E.O.ls ON 1ST SHEET 2 NUMERIC
IIEORF REFERENCED E.O.is FOR NEW SHEET 8 char.- ALPHA
10entries
IINED NUMBER OF E.O. IS FOR NEW SHEET 2 NUMERIC
II REV REVISION FOR NEW SHEET 2 ALPHA
iISHTN SHEET NUMBER FOR NEW SHEET 4 NUMERIC
JKNT NUMR~P OF DATA ITEMS TO BE ~~1iSED 2 NlJl"'i£IU r.
IUNE OUtpUT PAGE LINE COUNTER 2 NUMERIC
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VARIABLE/ARRAY DESCRIPTION SIZE TYPE
IN INPUT FI LE FUNIT 2 NUMERIC
INEO NUMBER OF E. O. I s FOR SHEET 2 NUMERIC
10 OUTPUT FILE FUNIT 2 NUMERIC
IOPT USER RESPONSE STORAGE 2 ALPHA.
IPAGE NEW PAGE FLAG 1 NUMERIC
IPAS PASSWORD FOR UFO ATTACHMENT 6 ALPHA
IR NUMBER OF A DATA ITEM TO BE REVISED 2 NUMERIC
ISECT SECTION DESI RED 12 ALPHA
ISHT SHEET-NUMBER 4 NUMERIC
ISHTN SHEET NUMBER 4 NUMERIC
IT FILE TYPE OR TEMPORARY TITLE 2 or ALPHA
77
ITY FILE TYPE RETURN CODE 2 ALPHA
KNT DRAWINGS FOUND COUNTER 4 NUMERIC
KNTT SHEETS OF DRAWING FOUND COUNTER 2 NUMERIC
LEN NUMBER OF CHARACTERS/WORD 2 NUMERIC
NEWSHT NEW SHEET FLAG 1 NUMERIC
T1 TITLE SEARCH WORD COUNTER 1 NUMERIC
TTIT TEMPORARY TITLE 77 ALPHA
VEH1 VEHICLE DESIRED 4 ALPHA




This Section provides a description of all variables and arrays
used in the general subroutines 4.4.1 through 4.4.7.
VARIABLE/ARRAY DESCRIPTION SIZE TYPE
ACOMMA COMMA CHARACTER 3 NUMERIC "
. AERASE ERASE CHARACTER 3 NUMERIC
AH ACTUAL HOURS 2 NUMERIC
AKILL KILL CHARACTER 3 NUMERIC
AMIN ACTUAL MINUTES 2 NUMERIC
ANL NEW LINE CHARACTER 3 NUMERIC
ARRAY . ARRAY CONTAINING A TITLE WORD 30 ALPHA
ASCOL SEMICOLON CHARACTER 3 NUMERIt
ASP SPACE CHARACTER 3 NUMERIC
ASPSP RETURN CHARACTER 3 NUMERIC
BLNK BLANK 2 ALPHA
BUF TEMPORARY TITLE BUFFER 76 ALPHA
BUFF TEMPORARY TITLE BUFFER 76 ALPHA
CON CONTRACT NUMBER 20 ALPHA
CHAR CHARACTER FROM TERMINAL 1 ALPHA
IA RETURN ARRAY CONTAINING USER 10 30 ALPHA
IAI RETURN ARRAY CONTAINING USER 10 30 ALPHA
. 10M MINUTES OF DAY 2 NUMERIC
IH HOURS OF DAY 2 NUMERIC
IMIN TEMPORARY MINUTE STORAGE 2 NUMERIC
IMM MINUTES PASSED 2 NUMERIC
LEN NUMBER OF CHARACTERS/WORD 2 NUMERIC
NAME TITLE WORD BUILT 10 ALPHA
PEDL NUMBER OF CHARACTER 2 NUMERIC
TIL TEMPORARY TITLE BUILT 77 ALPHA
WA WORK AUTHORIZATION/ID CODE 8 ALPHA
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6.4 TABLES





Table SYSCOM KEYS.F represents the File System Key Definitions as .
- -- ----WLIST
C














X /* KEY DEFINITIOOS
X /*
X /*
X /****************~**** PRWF$$ *********************
X /* ****** RWKEY ******
X K$READ = :1, /* READ
X K$WRIT = : 2, /* WRITE
X K$FOSN = :3, /* POSITIOO ONLY
X K$TRNC = :4, /* TRUNCATE
X K$RFOS = : 5, /* READ CURRENT PCSITION
X /* ****** POSKEY ******
X K$PRER = : 0, /* PRE-FOSITIOO RELATIVE
X K$PRFA = : 10, /* PRE-POSITION ABSOLUI'E
X K$FOSR = : 20, /* POSr-POSITIOO RELATIVE
X K$FOSA = : 30, /* rosT-FOSITION ABSOLt1I'E
·X /* ****** MODE ******
X K$CONV = : 400, /* ~IENT .Nt.MBER OF VwURDS
X /*
X /********************* SRCH$$ *********************
X 1* ****~* ACTION ******
X /* K$RFAD = :1, /* OPEN FOO READ
X /* K$WRIT = : 2, /* OPEN FOO WRITE
X K$ROOR = .: 3, /* OPEN FOO READING AND WRITING
X K$CLOS = : 4, /* CLOSE FILE WIT
X !\~;:)~ ~ : 5, /~ DEU:."'1£ tILE
X K$EXST = :6, 1* ~K FILE'S EXISTEOCE
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x 1* ****** REF ******
X K$IUFD == : B, 1* FILE ENl'RY IS IN UFD
X K$ISEG .: : lee, f* FILE ENl'RY IS INS~ DIREC'IORY
·x K$CACC == : Ieee, 1* CHAlQ ACCESS
X 1* . ****** NEWFIL ******
•.X K$NSAM = : e, 1* NEW SAM FILE
X K$NDAM = : 2~Ule, 1* NEW DAM FILE
X K$NSGS = : 4BBB, 1* NiH SAM SEGtEm' DIREC'roRY
X K$NSG> = : 6BBB, 1* NEW DAM SEGtEm' DIREC'lORY
X K$CURR = : 177777,1* CURRENrLY ATl'ACHED UFO
X 1*
x 1*******************.* ATCH$$ *********************
x 1* ****** KEY ******
X K$IMFD = : B, 1* UFD IS IN MFD
X K$ICUR = : 2, 1* UFD IS IN CURRENT UFD
X 1* ****** KEYMaD ******:
X K$SE'lt = : B, 1* SET CURRENT UFD (DO NO!' SET HCME)
X K$SETH = :1, 1* SET HOwiE ·UFO (AS WELL AS CURRENT)
x 1* ****** NAME ******
X K$HOOE = : B, 1* REI'URN TO HCME UFD (KEY=K$IMFD)
X 1* ******LDISK ******
X K$ALID = : 100Pj0,1* SFARCH AIL DISKS
X 1* K$CURR = : 177777,1* SFARCH MFD OF CURRENT DISK
X 1*
x 1********************* SGDR$$ *********************
x 1* ****** KEY ******
X K$SfOS = :1, 1* POSITIOO' TO ENTRY NU1BER IN SffiDIR
x K$cnm = :2, 1* POSITIOO TO END OF SmDIR
X K$GPCS = : 3, 1* RETURN CURRENT ENTRY NtMBER.
X K$MSIZ = : 4, 1* MAKE SEGDIR GIVEN NR OF ENTRIES
x K$MVNT = : 5, 1* MOVE FILE ENTRY ro NEW rosrrIoo
x f*
x 1********************* RDEN$$ *********************
x 1* ****** KEY ******
x f* K$READ = : 1, f* READ NEXT ENTRY
X K$RSUB = : 2, 1* READ NEXT SUB-ENTRY
X 1* K$GPOS = : 3, 1* RETURN CURRENT POOITIOO IN UFO
X K$UPCS = :4, f* roSITIOO. IN UFD
X 1*
x I******~************** SATR$$ *********************
x 1* ****** KEY ******
X K$PROT = : 1; 1* SET PROTEX:TION
X K$I1I'IM = :2, 1* SET MTE/I'IME MODIFIED'
x K$tMPB = : 3, 1* SET DtMPED BIT
X 1*
x f********************* ERRPR$$ ********************
x 1* ****** KEY ******
x K$NRl'N = :B, 1* NEVER RETURN·TO USER
X K$SRrN = : 1, 1* REl'URN. AFTER START cCMMAND .








Table CTAB represents the WORK AUTHORIZATION/ID CODE - CONTRACT
NUMBER TABLE. This table is referenced in operation of the DIR/REPORT and
'!'
CORRESPONDENCE subfi1es only.
WA/ID CODE CONTRACT/TASK WA/ID COPE CONTRACT/TASK
..
2902 1. R. &D. 3219 NASl-6049
2903 BID/PROPOSAL 3221 NASl-5610
3050 NASl-1295 3223 NASl-5883
3079 NASl-900 3228 NASl-5880
3081 NASl-1113 3232 NASl-6020
3082 NASl-1255 3234 NASl-6748
3089 NASl-1255 3242 NASl-6020
3091 NASl-1481 3245 NASl-6935
3116 NASl-1807 3246 NASl-6935
3117 NASl-900 3258 NASl-6868
3118 NASl-1928 3263 NASl-6957
3119 NASl-1481 3270 NASl-7199
3123 NASl-2165 3275 NASl-6935
3125 NASl-2189 3282 NASl-7256
3126 NASl-1113 3284 NASl-7256
3129 NASl-2455 3288 A.F.4701-68-C-0252
3130 NASl-1295 3293 NASl-7256
"3132 NASl-1946 3300 NASl-9258
3133 NASl-1295 3302 NASl-6935
3154 NASl-2650 3302A .-NASl-6935-36
3157 NASl:'1165 3302B NASl-6935-41
3160 NASl-2617 3303 ARMY-DAHC60-70-C0041
3164 NASl-3420· 3305 A.F.4701-69-C-0392
3165 NASl-3420 3313 NASl-9994
3170 NASl-3589 3329 NAS 1-1.0534
3171 NASl-3615 3333 NAS1-10000
3172 NASl-3683 3334 NAS1-10000/TASK J
3176 NASl-3657 3335 NAS1-10000/TASK M
3180 NASl-3899 3336 NAS1-10000/TASK R
3182 NASl-3899 3337 NAS1-10000/TASK S
3183 NASl-3915 3340 NAS1-10500
3187 NASl-4325 3341 NAS1-10500
3192 NASl-3589 3342 NAS1-10500
3195 NASl-5539 3343 NAS1-10500
3196 NASl-4899 3347 NAS1-10848
3202" NASl-4664 3354 NAS1-11 000
3207 NASl-4664 3359 NAS1-10000/TASK W
































7.0 MAIL LOG OUTPUTS
Outputs generated by the SPADS MAIL LOG program are described and
exhibited in Section 7.0 of the Program Summary and Specification Manual.
~
If this document is not available, a similar set of outputs and descriptions
. may be found in Section 5.0 of the Operating Instructions Manual.
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8.0 EXTERNAL CALLS
The purpose of this section is to provide a reference list for all
subroutines used by, but external to, the SPADS MAIL LOG software package.
8.1 SYSTEM SOFTWARE ROUTINES
A description of each of the following routines may be found in the
PRIME REFERENCE GUIDES:
PDR311 0 - II Fi 1e Management Sys tem" (FMS)
PDR3l06 - "Software Li braryll (SL)
PDR3057 - "Fortran Programmer's Guide" (FPG)
.,
ROUTINE FMS SL FPG
ATCH$$. X X X
BREAK$ X X
ClIN X X
CNAM$$ X X X






RESU$$ X X· X
REWIND X
RT X X





The following subroutines are used by the SPADS MAIL LOG software
package, but are not found within the PRIMOS operation system. These
routines are defined at load time and shown in Appendix E.
8.2.1 CLEAR
This subroutine is used to clear the user terminal. Appendix E,
Figure 1 depicts the source code for this subroutine.
8.2.2 PAUS
This subroutine performs the following functions:
If many document records are found during a search and it is observed
that needed information will soon disappear from the screen, the user may
\
temporarily stop terminal display by depressing the space bar. Terminal
display may be restarted by depressing the IQI key.
At this time the source code for this subroutine is not available.
However, a routine used by this PAUS routine, CHKLIN, is available. Appendix E,
Figure 2 depicts the source code for the Check Line subroutine.
8.2.3 JTIME
This subroutine is only used in the MAIL CORRESPONDENCE portion of
program. Thi~ procedure converts a give~ date, month, date, 'a~d year, into
Julian time. Ap~endix E, Figure 3 depicts the source code for this subroutine.
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9.0 SPECIAL SUPPORT ROUTINES
The main ·body of the DRAWING/E.O. subfile data must ~e converted
from magnetic tape to disk and reformatted for the SPADS MAIL LOG data base
subfile structure. See Section 6.1al.3.
To accompli.sh this conversion, the following steps and special support
routines "are u~ed:
(a) MAGRST data from tape to disk; designate data as .DDATA file"
(b) Manually examine the DDATA file using the EDITOR. Delete all
records referencing to SEIls. Note: SEIls are usually the
first 25 to 50 r~cdrd~on the file .
. (c) Begin execution of conversion by using routine PHASE 1•. This is
accomplished by entering R *PHASE 1. This routine picks out
the necessary data from the Dallas data and builds a new data
file called NEW.
(d) PHASE 2 is executed in the same manner as PHASE 1. This routine
modifies the vehicle numbers and builds a searchable title. The
. procedure also formats all data for data base subfile
compatibility.. The new data file constructed during this phase
is called FINAL.
(e) PHASE 2 has a checking routine called TTEST. This routine
displays on the tenninal each data record within FINAL.
(f) PHASE 3 is actually made up of several subroutines which build
the DRAW and SHEET subfiles from the FINAL data file. Each
subfile has its own checking routine:
(1) DRAW is checked by TEST. The TEST routine builds an
output file called OUT containing all DRAW data items for
each data record.
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(2) .SHEET is checked by CHECKS. The CHECKS routine builds an
output file called SHT containing all SHEET data items for
each data record.
The output files must be manually spooled.
(g) PHASE 4 must be executed overnight due its long running time.
This routine bUi~ds the Engineering Order data file, EO, from
the FINAL data file. Each E.O. number entered is checked for a
previous entry. This process becomes progressively more time·
consuming as the E.O. data file builds and exceeds 1500 records.
(h) All data subfi1es must be transferred from the TRANSPOSEDRAW
UFD to the F DRAW UFO. After the old subfi1es have been
deleted or their names changed.
(i) The E.O. data file may now be checked by executing an E.O.
PRINT ALL search in the MAIL LOG program.
Note that all these routines are located in the TRANSPOSEDRAW
UFD in MFD 1. The source code for each of these routines are
given in Appendix F.
i\
Figure 1
Figure 2
Fi gure 3
Figure 4
Figure 5
Figure 6
Figure 7
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